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Abstract. The present paper deals with the analysis of the behaviour of an earth dam at the end of 
construction, during the first filling of the reservoir and at long term by using Finite Element Method.  In 
this analysis, El Hma dam, which located in Tunisia, has been selected as a case study. Three constitutive 
laws including elastic, Mohr-Coulomb and Drucker-Prager, were assumed to present the material 
characteristics of the dam and its foundation. Attention will be given to the study of predicted 
deformation, stresses and pore pressure distributions. The interpretations of the predicted results lead to 
evaluate the dam behaviour.  
 
Keywords: earth dam, Finite Element Modelling, Constitutive models. 
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1. Introduction 
Prediction of the deformations of an earth dam has a significant effect on its 
performance and safety. Significant movements and settlements of the crest and the 
body of the dam can occur during various stages of the construction of the dam, at 
the end of construction, the first filling of the reservoir and during the operation of 
the dam. 

The first filling of the reservoir is the most important stage in the earth dam 
construction because the effect of wetting. Increasing of water level in reservoir 
involves the deacrease in geotechnical property values and the Young modulus of 
the material in the submerged sections of the structure. Once the filling of the 
reservoir is completed, the dam undergoes long-term deformations [1]. The weight 
of the embankment and the pressure of the reservoir water involve the fill material to 
settle resulting in a vertical movement of the structure. The reservoir water pressure 
also causes permanent horizontal deformation perpendicular to the longitudinal axis 
of embankment. However large permanent deformations could occur due to 
reservoir drawdown [2]. 

On the hand, in embankment dams the progress of filling of the reservoir will 
develop a considerable pore pressure within the core of the dam. The increasing of 
water level in the reservoir may double the pore pressure in the core due to seeping 
the water within the dam which may lead to excess pore pressure in the core ending 
to hydraulic fracturing of the dam. 

Today, the finite element method has become established as a useful tool to 
model the deformation of earth dams. The concept of the finite element method, 
which is used to analyze expected displacements, strains, stresses and pore water 
pressures in the structure associated with different loading and boundary conditions, 
is extensively described by Zienkiewicz [3]. To perform the finite element analysis 
of the dam, the selection of the material model is essential [4]. Recently, efforts has 
been devoted toward the development of more sophisticated and refined constitutive 
models, which resemble the behaviour of real engineering materials more closely 
[5]. More constitutive models associated with various degrees of sophistication and 
complexity, have been reported in the literature [6]. A new generation of programs 
and codes can now be run comfortably on a personal computer.  

In this paper, emphasis is given on practical applications of the finite element 
method to analyze the deformation of an earth dam. El Hma dam, which located in 
Tunisia, has been selected as case of study. The presented results are limited to only 
one cross-section in the middle of the dam. Three constitutive models including 
Elastic, Mohr Coulomb and Drucker-Prager, were assumed to present the 
construction material characteristics of the dam and its foundation, have been 
considered. 

Finite element analyses were conducted using widely used commercial finite 
element software package ABAQUS [7], which is developed by Hibbitt, Karlsson 
and Sorensen, Inc. It is a general-purpose commercial finite element software, 
capable of performing linear and non-linear analyses. Moreover, it has many built-in 
material models for many types of analyses in its material library.  
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However the most critical problem in predicting deformations of earth dams 
by using finite element modelling is to obtain characteristics of the fill materials. 
The difficulty in determining material characteristics is the main cause of 
uncertainty in modeling of deformations. Results of properly monitoring schemes 
may be used to enhance the predicted model. Due to the uncertainty of the model 
parameters [8], the monitored deformations of El Hma dam should be performed to 
improve the model [9]. The monitoring of the deformation of the dam will be 
discussed in another communication.   

 
2. Material Models 

The material models used for the analyses are plasticity models and the elasticity 
model. These material models are available in the ABAQUS [7] materials library 
and they can be used with the plane strain continuum type elements. 

 
3. Elasticity Model 

The elasticity model, either linear elastic or porous elastic model, demonstrates the 
ability of the constitutive law to simulate the non-linearity behavior of materials due 
to revertible strains. In this model the linear relationship between stress and strain is 
the simplest link implying a constant proportionality between general stress 
increments and strain increments [10]. The full link between stresses and strains can 
be written as a compliance relationship: 

klijklij D εσ .=  

This expression describes Hooke’s Law of elasticity. If isotropic marerial behaviour 
is independent of the direction of the solicitation; only two independent constants 
subsist in the last expression: 

ijij
k

kkij µεδελσ 2)..( += ∑  

Where: λ  and µ  are  lamé’s constants, and ijδ  is the kronecker tensor. The 

elasticity model has been implemented numerically in ABAQUS 6.4 [7]. 
 

4. Drucker Prager Elasto-Plasticity Model 
The use of Drucker Prager criterion for soil modelling has been extensively reported 
and fully described in literature ([11]). Within this framework, the Drucker-Prager 
yield criterion under plane strain conditions which have been considered to model 
the embankment-foundation system materials.  

Drucker-Prager criterion has been successfully adopted in analysis of 
geomaterials [5]. It is considered as a generalization of the von Mises criterion for 
cohesionless soil, taking into account the first invariant of stress tensor J1 and the 
second invariant of deviatoric stress tensor J2. In principal stress space, the criterion 
is given as: 
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0)()()( 12 ≤−+= kJJF ijijij σασσ  

J1 represents the trace of stress tensor )( 3211 σσσ ++=J , α  and k are 

material parameters related to the soil friction angle and the cohesion and σ1, σ2 and 
σ3 being the principal stresses of a stress tensor. 

[ ])²()²()²(
6

1
1332212 σσσσσσ −+−+−=J  

In the principal stress space ),,( 321 σσσ , the failure mechanism is 

represented by a cylindrical cone-shape surface and having as axis (hydrostatic axis) 
a straight line of equation: 

321 σσσ == . 

•  If α = 0 the Drucker-Prager criterion can be reduced to von Mises type 
criterion. Therefore, the cylindrical cone shape surface becomes a cylinder. 

•  If α > 0, the plastic strain is associated with an increasing of volume, i.e. 
dilatancy 

•  Under plane strain conditions, displacements perpendicular to the cross 
section are assumed to be zero, the yielding criterion matches Mohr Coulomb 
criterion 
The plastic potential, which controls the soil dilatancy, is defined as: 

)()()( 12 ijijij JJG σβσσ += + Constant 

Where, β  is a parameter of behaviour law. 

If the associative flow rule is adopted, parameters α  and β  are equal. The 

Drucker-Prager model can be reduced to Von Mises type criterion by letting α  = 

β = 0. 

The associated elasticity is the Hooke’s linear elasticity. The Drucker-Prager 
criterion embraces in total 5 parameters: E, v, k, .,βα  

The expression of the criterion leads to the following remark: in compression 
and for the case of sand, friction angles are limited to small values. However, many 
experimental results prove the contrary. It is obvious that the Drucker-Prager 
criterion does not adapted to the modelling of sands.   

Generally, a correspondence can be established between parameters α, β and 
k of the Drucker- Prager envelope and ψϕ ,  and c of the Mohr-Coulomb envelope. 

For axis metrical triaxial conditions, )( 32 σσ = , the correspondence between both 

criteria leads to the following relationships (Chen W.-F  and A. F. Saleeb, (1982)) : 
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Under plane strain conditions, ( 02 =ε , for example), the hypothesis of the 

associative flow rule and the correspondence between criteria leads to the following 
relationships [10]:  
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5. Mohr-Coulomb Model 

The Mohr Coulomb yield criterion has a long history of usage in classical soil shear 
strength characteristics in terms of the Mohr-Coulomb cohesion c and friction φ. 
This criterion is used for cohesionless soil and for cohesive soil at long term [12]. 
Tresca criterion, which is considered as a particular case of Mohr- Coulomb 
criterion, is used for cohesive soil at short term.  

The Mohr-Coulomb criterion is composed of two straight lines in the 
Mohr ),( στ plane where τ and σ are the shear and normal stresses on the failure 

plane. The mathematical expression of these two straight lines can be expressed as: 

0cos2sin)()( 3131 ≤−+−−= ϕϕσσσσσ cF ij  

They are inclined of an angle φ� regarding the normal stress axes. With 1σ  

and 3σ  being the maximum and minimum principal stresses, respectively 
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)( 321 σσσ ≤≤  and c and φ� are the angle of friction and the cohesion of the 

soil materials, respectively. 
Mohr-Coulomb model can be reduced to Tresca type criterion by 

letting 0=ϕ . In principal stress space ),,( 321 σσσ , the criteria presented defined 

by the function F is a pyramid associated with hexagonal cross-section and having 
as axis a straight line of equation: 

321 σσσ ==  

When 0=ϕ , this pyramid transforms into a circular cylinder. 
The plastic potential can be expressed in terms of minimum and maximum principal 
stresses as: 

ψσσσσσ sin)()( 3131 ++−=ijG +constant 

Where, ψ  is the dilatancy angle. For ϕψ =  this is corresponds to the 

associative flow rule. Mohr-Coulomb model involves five parameters, namely 
Young's modulus, E, Poisson's ratio, ν, the cohesion, c, the friction angle, φ, and the 
dilatancy angle, ψ. 

The Drucker-Prager model does not suffer from the non-smooth corner 
regions that generally affect Mohr-Coulomb-type soil models. A number of 
investigators prefer Drucker-Prager plasticity model due to the relative smoothness 
of the yield surface, the corresponding lack of sharp corners, the ability to model 
ductile tensile failure, and the coupling between shear failure compressive plasticity. 

In addition, it is more realistic in that the Drucker-Prager model predicts a 
saturation of soil strength with increasing effective confining stresses. However, the 
classical Mohr-Coulomb model unrealistically predicts no saturation of shear 
strength with increasing effective normal confining stresses [4]. 
 

6. Boundary Conditions of a Free Surface Flow through Earth Dam 
As the water flows, the soil in the dam undergoes volume changes in response to 
changes in total stress. Volume changes can generate pore-water pressures and alter 
the transient flow regime within the embankment dam [13]. The solution to these 
problems requires that soil behaviour be analyzed by incorporating the effects of the 
transient flow of the pore-fluid through the voids, and therefore requires that a two 
phase continuum formulation be available for porous media [14]. 

A procedure was incorporated in the ABAQUS computer program for 
performing finite element analysis on the behaviour of a dam including water 
seepage. ABAQUS has been coded based on a procedure that couples stress 
equilibrium (mechanical behaviour) and water flow (hydraulic behaviour) using the 
Theory of Consolidation for soil layers. Generally, flow of water through both 
saturated and unsaturated soil follows Darcy’s law [13]. However, boundary 
conditions associated with the complexity of domains are not specified or 
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prescribed, for example free-surface boundary. Therefore, the resolution of the flow 
equation is sometimes not straightforward. A water flow associated with free surface 
is characterized by a free surface limiting water flow to its top boundary. The 
seepage through an embankment dam is an example of unconfined flow bounded at 
the upper surface by a phreatic surface. The relative position of the free surface is an 
internal variation of the element to which hydraulic and mechanical properties 
depend on positions of saturated or unsaturated zones, respectively. 

 
7. El Hma Earth Dam 

El Hma dam is an embankment dam built across El Hma River located at Morneg 
town in the district of Ben Arous, Tunisia. The dam controls a hill slope reservoir of 
about 123 km2 and receives an annual average discharge of about 7.8 Mm3. Its 
maximum operating capacity amounts to 12 Mm3. 

The main objectives of the realization of El Hma dam are to: 
•  Recharge the Morneg aquifer at the downstream side of the dam; 
•  Minimize damage caused by flooding and preserve the discharge of high 

flood seasons (flood control); 
•  Meet the requirements of irrigation supply to Morneg region, Tunisia (over 

760 hectares of land). 
The embankment consists of a thick impervious core, impervious blanket, 

upstream shoulder and downstream shoulder. The construction materials used for 
the embankment are: 

•  The core consists of brown compacted clay, protected upstream and 
downstream by granular filters. These filters protect the core dam and are considered 
as transition zones between the core and upstream and downstream shoulders. 

•  Upstream shoulder consists of mixed material (clay, brown silt and 
materials taken from necessary excavations of conglomerates of unified structure 
and from the spillway)  

•  Downstream shoulder consists of cobbly and clayey gravels, and is 
considered as permeable. A berm width of about 7 m is located at downstream slope, 
which may provide additional stability to both the embankment and the foundation. 
The berm is covered with a 0.50 m thick rock fill layer lying on a transition layer 
having a thickness of about 0.25 m. 

•  Impervious blanket of about 1.50 m thick exists over all the downstream 
shoulder in order to protect the foundation against the risk of potential piping. 

Average slopes of the dam are made of 1V: 3 H and 1V: 3.5 H upstream and 
downstream faces respectively. Figure (1) shows an example of a general schematic 
cross-section of El Hma dam. In table (1), the main dimensions of the Al Hma dam 
are summarized.   
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Fig. (1). General schematic cross-section of El Hma dam ([15]). 

 

Table (1). El Hma dam geometry [13]. 

Dam length (m) 1200 
Embankment height from the ground level (m) 26 
Embankment width at its base (m) 196 
Crest width (m) 6 
Core width at the top/bottom (m) 4/5 

 
The reservoir and the foundation area are infilled with sediments of 

Quaternary age. A sandy shallow soil layers are overlying an impervious clayey 
substratum. The thickness of the sandy layer is varying between 13 m at the 
upstream side and 7 m at downstream side, and mainly consists of sand and cobbles 
associated with clayey interbedded layers. The clayey substratum has an 
approximate thickness of about 9 m at the upstream side to about 13 m at the 
downstream side. 

 
8. Finite Element Analyses 

Figure (2) shows the finite element idealization considered for the embankment-
foundation system. The embankment and foundation soils have been discretized into 
four nodded-quadrilateral elements. A total of 395 elements and 596 nodes were used. 
ABAQUS automatically meshes the geometry according to the given element size. 

 
Fig. (2). Two-dimensional finite element mesh proposed for embankment-foundation system. 

 
Zero vertical and horizontal displacements are specified at the substratum 

contact. However, the foundation is free to move in the vertical direction and fixed 
in horizontal direction at the left and right sides. However, the coupled hydro-
mechanical model will be limited to the embankment including few elements of the 
upstream shoulder and the core, and the dam foundation.  

In the horizontal direction, the model site was extended from the dam 
surfaces to about 101.5 meters and 50 meters from left and right sides, respectively. 
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Then the total width of the foundation is about 345.42 meters. The dam foundation 
was modelled to the depth of 21 meters below the ground level. 

At the end of construction of the dam a significant pore pressure development 
is expected either in the embankment or foundation during construction of the 
embankment [12]. The embankment is constructed in layers with soils at or above 
their optimum moisture content that undergo internal consolidation because of the 
weight of the overlying layers. Embankment layers may become saturated during 
construction as a result of consolidation of the layers: there is drainage of the water 
from the soil during construction resulting in the development of significant pore 
pressures. The end of construction behavior modelling is analyzed in dry condition. 
The shear strength parameters are considered as based on geomechanical 
classification and laboratory tests, odometer and triaxial cells, performed on a dry 
material [16]. Geotechnical parameters of the embankment and foundation materials 
used for the modelling are summarized in table (2). 

Table (2). Geotechnical parameters. 

Embankment soil Foundation soil  
Parameter Core Upstream 

shoulder 
Downstream 

shoulder 
Filter Sand and cobbles 

with clayey 
interbedded 

layers 

Clayey  
substratum 

C(kPa) 72 50 0 0 0 70 
 φ (°) 21 23 48 36 46 19 
E(MPa) 17.5 19 80 40 75 17 
ν  0.32 0.3 0.25 0.27 0.23 0.33 

ψ (°) 21 23 48 36 46 19 

E 0.578 0.525 0.42 0.47 0.44 0.59 
K(m/s) -910  -810  -310  -610  

-310.2  -810  

 
In table (2), φ is the soil friction angle, c is the cohesion, E is the Young’s 

modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, ψ is the dilatancy angle, e is the void index, and k 
is the permeability. 

The analysis during the reservoir filling is performed considering two effects 
associated with pressure of water and wetting. The buoyancy forces that correspond 
to the water level of the reservoir are also accounted for. These forces are evaluated 
in the conditions corresponding to the minimum and maximum water levels in the 
reservoir. Then the difference between them was gradually applied to the slope 
during a time span coinciding with the average time required by filling. During the 
filling of the reservoir, the values of geotechnical parameters decrease through the 
embankment as well as the Young modulus because of the wetting effect [15].  

The long-term analysis is performed, under assumptions neither variations 
associated to the periodic variations of the level of the reservoir nor seismic loading, 
are accounted for. The maximum storage reservoir level is considered that is 
maintained long enough to produce a steady-state seepage condition. In the long-
term behavior analysis all materials are considered fully drained (effective) 
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associated with wet material conditions. The values of geotechnical parameters and 
elastic parameters (Young modulus and Poison’s ratio) of the construction materials 
decrease [15]. 

Subsequently and due to the change of the embankment volume on the dam 
foundation, several analyses need to be performed in order to predict the material 
behaviours at the embankment-foundation interface. 

 
9. Prediction of Settlement 

The finite element analysis is performed to predict the vertical displacement of El 
Hma dam at the end of construction, during first impounding and at long term. 
Results of analyses illustrating the evolution of settlements at the embankment-
foundation interface for the elastic, Drucker-Prager [20] and for Mohr-Coulomb 
criteria at the end of construction, during first reservoir filling and at long term have 
been plotted in figures (3 to 5). 

A comparison between different criteria used at the embankment-foundation 
interface for the three different states: end of construction, during first impounding 
and at long term have been depicted in figures (6 to 8). 

At the end of construction of the dam, the calculated settlement underneath 
the crest, more precisely at the embankment-foundation interface, reached 
approximately 0.56 m for the elastic model, 0.70 m for Drucker-Prager criterion and 
1.04 m for Mohr-Coulomb criterion. After impounding, the calculated settlement 
under the crest, especially at the embankment-foundation interface, increases to 
reach approximately 0.70 m for the elastic model, 0.80 m for Drucker-Prager 
criterion and 1.70 m for Mohr-Coulomb criterion. At long term, these calculated 
settlements continue to increase and reach approximately 0.80 m for the elastic 
model, 1.30 m for Drucker-Prager criterion and 2.00 m for Mohr-Coulomb criterion. 

 
 

 
Fig. (3). Settlement at the interface embankment-foundation-Elastic model 
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Fig. (4). Settlement at the interface embankment-foundation- Drucker-Prager model 

 
Fig. (5). Settlement at the interface embankment-foundation- Mohr-Coulomb model 

 

 
Fig. (6). Settlement at the interface embankment-foundation at end of construction -

comparison between different criteria. 
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Fig. (7). Settlement at the interface embankment-foundation during filling-comparison between 

different criteria. 
 

 
Fig. (8). Settlement at the interface embankment-foundation at long term -comparison between 

different criteria. 
 

At the end of construction, these calculated settlements under the 
embankment are associated with significant swellings at the upstream and 
downstream toes of the dam. Then, these swellings decrease, due to soil 
consolidation, and reach small values at long term for all three criteria at the 
upstream toe level of the structure. 

The decreasing of vertical displacement at the upstream toe of the dam is 
caused by the effects of pressure of water and effect of wetting. Similar observation 
can be demonstrated for the downstream toe of the dam that at long term the soil 
swelling stabilizes. However these displacements remain more significant compared 
to those occurred at the upstream toe of the dam.  
The magnitude of settlements is due to the following combination: 

•  the consolidation corresponding to an increasing of effective stresses 
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•  modifications of effective stresses due to variations of volumetric weight 
of  foundation and embankment soils and variations of pore pressures associated 
with settlements 

•  the development of significant lateral strains. 
 

10. Prediction of Horizontal Displacements 
Distributions of horizontal displacements within the dam depend strongly on the 
consolidation state under the embankment. Horizontal displacement predictions of 
the dam and the downstream berm for three criteria; elastic, Drucker-Prager and for 
Mohr-Coulomb at the end of construction, during first reservoir impounding and at 
long term have been plotted in figures (9 to 11).  When plotting displacement versus 
the height, the heterogeneity of materials across the dam from the berm level to 
foundation layers has been considered. 

As can be seen from the figures, these displacements reach their maximum 
values beneath the downstream berm of the dam body. Additionally, the slope 
changes once new material is crossed. At long term, horizontal displacements 
increase over the time to reach their maximum values about 0.62 m for Mohr-
Coulomb criterion, about 0.45 m for Drucker-Prager criterion and about 0.32 m for 
elastic criterion. 

 

 
Fig. (9). Horizontal displacement of the downstream shoulder at the end of construction. 

 

 
 

Fig. (10). Horizontal displacement of the downstream shoulder during filling. 
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Fig. (11). Horizontal displacement of the downstream shoulder at long term. 

 
11. Prediction of Stress State and Pore Pressure 

ABAQUS is also used to conduct effective stress analysis. First, the nodal pore 
pressures are evaluated through a finite element seepage calculation adopting the 
same mesh used also for the stress analyses. Then, the nodal forces equivalent, in the 
finite element sense, to the calculated pore pressures are determined and introduced 
as external loads in the stress analysis. 

The development of pore pressure in the central zone of the core is quite 
large comparing with that in the other two sides of the clayey core. Moreover, as can 
be seen that the pore pressure increases under the upstream and downstream toes of 
the dam for Mohr-Coulomb criterion, while under the crest of the dam the maximum 
pore pressure is developed for elastic and Drucker-Prager criteria. 

Superposed stress diagrams for different criteria at long term have been 
plotted in figures (13 to 14). The maximum stress under the crest of the dam is a 
tensile stress for three criteria. Adversely, in the upstream and downstream toes of 
the dam the stresses are not higher. However, it should be noted, therefore, that in 
Figure (13), the estimated stress from 2D modelling of about 2.5 MPa under the 
middle of the dam is not realistic. The estimated stress from the three-dimensional 
model is of about 9.50 MPa. More investigation, mainly the results from automated 
monitoring surveys, should be conducted in order to verify and to enhance the Finite 
Element model. 

Obviously, in figure 14 the behaviour of the dam at long term is totally 
compressive in term of effective stresses. This gives a realistic idea of the dam 
behaviour. The concentration of compressive effective stresses under the crest 
reaches about 2.4 MPa for the elastic criterion, about 2.5 MPa for the Mohr-
Coulomb criterion and about 3.6 MPa for the Druger-Prager criterion. 
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Fig. (12). Pore water pressure in the middle of the foundation at long term. 

 

 
Fig. (13). Maximum stress in the principal plane at the middle of the dam foundation using 

different behavior models at long term. 
 

 
Fig. (14). Effective stress calculated in the principal plane at the middle of the dam foundation by 

different behaviour models at long term. 
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12. Conclusion and Recommendations 
The results of two-dimensional numerical modelling with ABAQUS software and its 
constituent models led to results highlighting the potential benefits of using this 
approach to predict the behaviour of El Hma earth dam.  

El Hma embankment dam was used as a case study to apply and compare 
different constitutive models. The behaviour criteria that will be judged the more 
suitable is the one that gives the closer deformation values to the observed 
deformation. However, more elaborated constitutive model should be used in 
attempting to reach a more realistic final state of stress.  

However, he most critical problem encountered in modeling the deformations 
is obtain in-situ characteristics of construction soil material,  which is the main 
source of uncertainty in modeling the deformations. The selection of material model 
in order to predict the behaviour of earth structure is most important when dealing 
with finite element modelling.  

The long-term prediction of settlement of the El Hma earth dam, a simple 
creep model should be introduced in order to predict long-term time-dependent fill 
materials behaviour and the evaluation of model parameters. For future analysis a 
concepts from viscoplasticity and constitutive model that describes the soil creep 
behaviour should be incorporated. 

Further research must be devoted to the development of integrated 
monitoring systems to increase the reliability of El Hma dam. The mathematical 
modeling of deformations by using finite element method should be integrated  in  
the design and analysis of monitoring surveys. The location of the sensors or the 
observed targets must include points where maximum deformations are expected.   
As depicted in Figure 13, the estimated stress from 2D modelling of about 2.5 MPa 
under the middle of the dam is not realistic. The automated monitoring surveys 
should be conducted in the middle of the dam in order to verify and to enhance the 
Finite Element model. 
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Abstract. This paper presents and describes an approach for the optimal design of a fuzzy logic stabilizer 
to enhance the stability of a superconducting generator (SCG) in a multi-machine system. The input 
signals to the proposed fuzzy stabilizer are the SCG speed deviation and acceleration. In this approach, 
unsymmetrical nonlinear membership functions are used, while number of stabilizer parameters to be 
properly designed is 15, including scaling factors for input and output variables along with widths and 
centers of fuzzy sets of input variables. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique is employed to 
search for optimal settings of the fuzzy stabilizer parameters. Simulation results show that the proposed, 
PSO-tuned fuzzy stabilizer provides good damping to SCG in a multi-machine environment when 
operating in conjunction with conventional stabilizers on other machines. 
 
Keywords: Fuzzy logic stabilizer, Superconducting generator, Multi-machine system, Particle swarm 
optimization 
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1. Introduction 
The application of superconductors to electric power apparatus is considered a key 
technology for the current century. The electric power demand has been steadily 
increased worldwide. This tendency will continue in the future, and therefore the 
capacities of the power transmission systems have to increase. Large power systems 
require developing a more efficient and stabilizing technology for large amounts of 
power transmission. One promising method is to introduce the superconducting 
generator (SCG), which has a very low synchronous reactance [1]. Superconducting 
generators have also many other potential advantages compared with the 
conventional generators such as higher efficiency and smaller size and weight. The 
advantages of SCG have drawn more interest in industrial countries since 1970's, 
such as in Japan where many R&D projects on SCGs were conducted at utility 
companies, power plant manufacturers and other organization toward 200-MW class 
pilot machine [2-6]. Despite these advantages, SCG field winding has an extremely 
large time constant. The excitation system is therefore not able to change quickly the 
field current to meet the grid requirements under transient conditions. Inevitably, the 
only control means feasible to enhance SCG stability following power system faults 
is the fast-acting governors on the steam supplies to the turbine.  

Transient stability is one of the most important issues that should be 
investigated in power system planning, operation, and expansion. It is mainly 
concerned with maintaining generator synchronization following a sudden and 
major disturbance or an abrupt change in load or generation power. The importance 
of this issue increases when considering a superconducting generator in a multi-
machine system. In the past, a number of investigations have been conducted to 
study and improve the behaviour of a superconducting generator in a multi-machine 
system [7-8], The results reported in [7] show that the incorporation of a SCG in a 
multi-machine system increases its stability reserve, but slightly reduces the overall 
damping of the system. However, a good improvement in the performance and 
stability limits can be achieved by using a conventional lead stabilizer in the 
governor loop of the SCG [8]. Alternative stabilizers based on adaptive control 
techniques have been proposed [9-11]. However, the on-line parameter 
identification is still questionable especially during fault periods. Recently, fuzzy 
logic control has emerged as one of the most fruitful research areas, and many 
applications for enhancing power system stability have been reported in literature 
[12-13]. A recent literature survey on the work done on the fuzzy logic controller 
and the approaches made to enhance its effectiveness are given in the introduction of 
Ref. [14]. The fuzzy logic stabilizer is essentially a multi-parameter controller, 
whose performance depends on the shape of membership functions, rule base and 
scaling factors. However, the design of a fuzzy stabilizer with satisfactory 
performance is a rather difficult problem. To overcome this problem, genetic 
algorithm (GA) was proposed as an efficient technique for the optimal design of 
power system stabilizers [15-16]. More recently, a new heuristic search method 
called particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been introduced [17-18]. PSO is 
characterized as a simple concept, easy to implement, and computationally efficient. 
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Theses features make PSO technique able to accomplish the same goal as GA 
optimization in a new and faster way. A number of very recent successful 
applications of PSO on various power system problems have been reported in 
literature [19-21]. Nevertheless, a new optimization method called "Biogeography-
Based Optimization" (BBO) has been recently introduced [22]. BBO has common 
features with GA and PSO, but also it has different characteristics that distinguish it 
from other population-based optimization techniques. However, BBC method still 
has a long way to go to prove its validity as an efficient, global search technique. 
The objective of this paper is to enhance the stability of a SCG in a multi-machine 
system using fuzzy governor controller optimally designed by the PSO technique. 

 
2. System under Study 

The multi-machine system under consideration is shown in Fig. (1). It is a twelve-
bus four-machine power system. The machine at bus 3 is a superconducting 
generator, while the other three machines are conventional generators. The four 
generating units are connected to four load areas as shown in the figure. Based on 
Park's d-q axis representation, each conventional machine is modelled by seven non-
linear differential equations [23]. The order of SCG model is increased to nine to 
accommodate the double-screened rotor. Transmission lines are modeled using the 
π-method, and the loads are represented by constant impedances. Each conventional 
generator is equipped with a typical excitation system and a conventional power 
system stabilizer (PSS) having the transfer function Gs(1+0.15s)/(1+0.015s) [24], 
where Gs is a gain. The block diagram of the excitation system is shown in Fig. (2). 
In this study, the mechanical input to each conventional generator is assumed 
constant. Meanwhile, a detailed representation for the prime mover of the SCG is 
used, because it is the main concern of this study. The SCG is driven by a three-
stage steam turbine with reheat. The turbine is controlled by fast acting electro-
hydraulic governors fitted to the main and interceptor valves, which are working in 
unison. Mathematical models for SCG, turbine and governors, along with the system 
parameters are given in the Appendix. 
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Fig. (1). Four-machine power system 
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Fig. (2). Excitation system block diagram 
 

3. Particle Swarm Optimization 
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) models the behavior and cooperation aspects of 
individual members within a social system. In this model, the system is populated 
with individual particles, referred to as "swarm", representing possible solutions to 
the problem considered. Particles fly around in a multidimensional search space. 
During flight, each particle adjusts its position according to its own experience, and 
experience of neighbouring particles, making use of the best position encountered by 
itself and its neighbours. In PSO algorithm, each solution is represented as a particle 
in a swarm, having a position and velocity. Each position coordinate represents a 
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parameter value. Thus, for an n-dimensional optimization, each particle has a 
position in n-dimensional space that represents a solution [18]. The PSO starts with 
generation of initial swarm particles, assigning a random position and a random 
velocity for each particle. Then, PSO algorithm evaluates each particle's fitness 
using a predefined fitness (objective) function. The position with the highest fitness 
value in the entire run is referred to as "global best position" (gbest). Meanwhile, each 
particle keeps track of its highest fitness value. The location of this value is called 
"personal best position" (pbest). The algorithm then proceeds by updating the   
velocity   of   each particle using its current velocity and its distance from gbest and 
pbest according to the following equation: 
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i = 1, 2, 3, …………..m 
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 is the  velocity of particle i at iteration k 
k
ix

  is the position of particle i at iteration k 
r1, r2 are uniformly distributed random numbers in the range [0, 1] 
c1, c2  are positive constants 

kw   is the inertia weight at iteration k 
m  is the number of particles in a swarm 
 

As originally developed, large inertia weight is recommended at initial stages 
of the search process to enhance the global exploration, while lower values of the 
inertia weight are preferred at final stages to improve local exploration. The inertia 
weight can be decreased either linearly over search iterations or in a non-linear form 
as follows [18]: 

1−= kk ww α  (2)

Where α is a decrement constant. Another important parameter of PSO 
procedure is the maximum velocity (Vmax) of a particle in any given dimension. This 
parameter determines the resolution with which the search space is explored. After 
updating the velocities, the position of each particle is modified according to the 
following equation: 
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(3)

The algorithm proceeds by updating the best position of each particle 
according to its new position; the global best position is then updated as well. This 
procedure is repeated until a specified termination condition is met. 
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4. Fuzzy Logic Stabilizer 
In this section, the determination of an efficient control signal, u, based on fuzzy 
logic is described. This signal is then introduced into the governor side of the SCG 
turbine as shown in Fig. (3). 
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Fig. (3). The governor control system 

 

Speed deviation,ω , and its derivative, ωɺ , are chosen as input variables. 
Actual speed is the only signal to be measured. Then ω  signal is determined, and 

ωɺ  signal is computed as: 

sTkkk /)]1()([)( −−= ωωωɺ  (4)

where Ts is the sampling interval. Two scaling factors, KA and KB, are used to 

map ω  and ωɺ , respectively into their predefined universes of discourse, which are 
divided into seven overlapping fuzzy sets; named positive large "PL", positive 
medium "PM", positive small "PS", zero "ZE", negative small "NS', negative 
medium "NM", and negative large "NL". A non-linear (nearly bell-shaped) 
membership function is assigned for each fuzzy set such that if a crisp input "x" 
belongs to a set of range [a-b], width "d" and center "c", then its degree of 

membership xµ , in this set is defined by the following function:   
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Table (1) shows the fuzzy rules that are assigned for the SCG system. Each 
entry in Table (1) represents a control rule, which takes the form: "IF ω  is A, AND 

ωɺ  is B, THEN u is C", where A, B, and C are fuzzy sets as defined by relation (5). 
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These fuzzy rules are individually applied on the fuzzified inputs, resulting in an 
output fuzzy set, for each rule, clipped to a degree defined as: 

))(),(min()( ωµωµµ ɺBAic u =
 

(6)

The aggregated fuzzy outputs are converted into a single crisp value using the 
"weighted average" defuzzification method, which gives the output control signal as: 

∑

∑
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ic
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(7)

where Ku is a scaling factor, m is the number of rules giving contribution to 
the fuzzy output at the sampling instant considered, and ui is the center value  of  the  
fuzzy set in consequent i. According to the structure of fuzzy logic stabilizer 
described above, the number of fuzzy sets, to which an input value belongs at a time, 
depends on how much overlap between adjacent fuzzy sets is.  
 
Table (1). Fuzzy logic control rules for SCG system 

       dωωωω/dt
ωωωω 

NL NM NS ZE PS PM PL 

NL NS PS PM PM PM PL PL 

NM NS NS PS PS PM PM PL 
NS NM NS NS PS PS PM PM 
ZE NM NM NS ZE PS PM PM 

PS NM NM NS NS PS PM PM 
PM NL NM NS NS PS PS PS 

PL NL NL NM NM NS NS PS 

 
 

5. PSO-Based Stabilizer Parameters Selection 
The tuning parameters of the fuzzy stabilizer are KA, KB and Ku. Additional twelve 

adjustable parameters (six for ω  fuzzy sets, and six for ωɺ  sets) are introduced to 
enhance the effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy stabilizer. Namely, d1, d2, d3 and d4, 
which stand for widths of fuzzy sets (LP, MP, SP, ZE) of ω , and C2 and C3 which 
stand for centers of fuzzy sets (MP, SP) respectively. Similarly, d'1, d'2, d'3, d'4, C'2 

and C'3 are assigned for ωɺ  fuzzy sets. Therefore, we have now fifteen parameters 
(KA, KB, Ku, d1, d2, d3, d4, C2, C3, d'1, d'2 , d'3, d'4, C'2, C'3) to be optimally chosen. 
This task is achieved using PSO technique. First, a quadratic performance index is 
defined as:  
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(8)

where ω(k) is the deviations of the SCG speed from the steady state value. 
The problem of designing a fuzzy logic stabilizer is then transformed into an 
optimization problem, where PSO is utilized off-line to select the stabilizer 
parameters. The proposed stabilizer was designed at the loads and operating points 
of case #1 shown in Table (5). However, like many recursive and stochastic 
methods, PSO itself has a number of parameters to be properly specified. The main 
PSO parameters are the initial inertia weight, w0, and the maximum allowable 
velocity, Vmax. The initial inertia weight is set at 1, and Vmax at 12.5% of the search 
space of each variable. The swarm size of PSO is chosen to be 60 particles. Other 
parameters are set as decrement constant α=0.98, and c1= c2 =2.  

 
6.  Simulation Results 

In this study, the SCG exciter voltage and the mechanical input to all conventional 
generators were kept constant during transients. The optimization process was 
carried out in response to a three-phase to ground fault of 200-ms duration at bus 5 
at the end of line 5-10. Variation of the performance index J with the number of 
iterations is shown in Fig. (4), which indicates that J converges to 20.2 after 120 
iterations. The performance index J was recalculated when the conventional 
stabilizer is installed with the SCG instead of the fuzzy stabilizer. In this case, it was 
found J =21.1, which is less than that with the proposed fuzzy stabilizer. The 
optimal fuzzy stabilizer parameters selected by PSO are KA=0.584, KB=0.358, 

Ku=1.616. The optimized fuzzy sets for ω and ωɺ have taken the shapes shown in 
Fig. (5). 
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Fig. (4). Convergence of performance index with different designs 
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Fig. (5). Optimized fuzzy sets of ωωωω and dωωωω/dt 
 

Since there is no infinite-bus, machine 4 was taken as a reference unit. The 
rotor angles of the other machines are shown with respect to that of the reference 
unit. The multi-machine system performance was obtained at three situations. First, 
when the four generators are not equipped with stabilizers. Second, when each 
conventional generator is equipped with a conventional PSS, while the SCG is 
stabilized via a governor lead stabilizer [8]. Third, as in second, but the governor 
lead stabilizer is replaced with the governor fuzzy stabilizer designed above. The 
SCG performance is shown in Fig. (6), Fig. (7), and Fig. (8). These figures also 
show the performance of other machines in the system. Fig. (9) shows the system 
response to the same fault, but with loads and operating points given under case #2 
in Table (5) in the Appendix. The simulation results show that the incorporation of 
the proposed PSO-based fuzzy stabilizer in the governor loop of the SCG leads to a 
significant improvement in the SCG performance and an appreciable increase in 
damping of the rotor oscillations with a reduction in the rotor first swing. This can 
clearly be noticed from Figs. (6a), (6c) and Fig. (7). Fig. (10) shows that the fuzzy 
stabilizer damps well the SCG oscillations when it swings against the other 
machines in the system. This gives an indication that the proposed stabilizer is able 
to damp multimode oscillations in the system under study.         
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Fig.6(a) System response to SC at operating point #1, all machines 
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Fig. (6-a). System response to SC at operating point #1, all machines without stabilizer 
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Fig. (6-b). System response to SC at operating point #1, conventional machines with PSS and SCG 

with lead stabilizer 
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Fig. (6-c). System response to SC at operating point #1, conventional machines with PSS and SCG 

with fuzzy logic stabilizer 
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Fig.7 System response to SC for 200 ms at operating point #1
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Fig. (7). System response to SC for 200 ms at operating point #1 
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Fig. (8). System response to SC for 200 ms at operating point #1 
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Fig. (9). System response to SC for 200 ms at operating point #2 
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Fig. (10). System response to SC for 200 ms at operating point #1 
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7. Conclusion 
This paper has proposed an approach for the design of a fuzzy logic stabilizer for 
transient performance improvement of a superconducting generator (SCG) operating 
in a multi-machine system. A set of fuzzy decision rules relating the SCG status, in 
terms of its speed deviation and acceleration, to the control action required was 
assigned based on previous experience with controller design. A performance index 
was defined, and then PSO technique was used to optimize a set of unknown 
stabilizer parameters at the specified loads. The results of non-linear simulation 
study show the effectiveness of the proposed PSO-tuned fuzzy stabilizer in damping 
the rotor oscillations and therefore enhancing the SCG stability. 
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9.  Appendix 
The mathematical model of SCG [16]: 

][ fffof RiVp −= ωψ    (9) 

ωψψωψ qqaddod RiVp +++= ][   (10) 

111 DDoD Rip ωψ −=     (11) 

222 DDoD Rip ωψ −=     (12) 

ωψψωψ ddaqqoq RiVp −−+= ][   (13) 

111 QQoQ Rip ωψ −=     (14) 

222 QQoQ Rip ωψ −=     (15) 

ωδ =p      (16) 

][
2 em

o TT
H

p −= ωω
    (17) 

dqqde iiT ψψ −=
     (18) 

P            :  derivative operator 
ψ           :  flux linkage  
ωo          :  synchronous speed (rad/s) 
ω           :  rotor speed deviation from synchronous speed (rad/s) 
δ             :  rotor angle with respect to infinite bus 
H           :  inertia constant  
Tm          :  mechanical torque  
The mathematical model of the turbine and governor system [16, 26]: 

HPHPoMHP YPGpY τ/)( −=    (19) 

RHRHHPRH YYpY τ/)( −=    (20) 

IPIPRHIIP YYGpY τ/)( −=     (21) 

LPLPIPLP YYpY τ/)( −=     (22) 

Tm = FHP YHP + FIP YIP + FLP YLP   (23) 

GMMgM GUpG τ/)( −=
    (24) 

GIIgI GUpG τ/)( −=
   (25) 

Po          :  boiler steam pressure 
Y            :  output of a turbine or reheat stage  
τ            :  time constant of stage  
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GM , GI   :  main and interceptor valve positions 
F            :  fractional contribution of the turbine stage into Tm  
Ug           :  governor actuating signal 
The definitions of variables and parameters not defined in the paper can be found in 
references [8, 25]. 
Parameters of SCG (M/C #3), turbine and governor systems (inductance and 
resistance values in p.u; time constants in seconds) 

Lf= 0.541, Ld=Lq= 0.5435, LD1=LQ1= 0.2567, LD2=LQ2= 0.4225, 
Lfd=LfD1=LdD1=LdD2=LD1D2= 0.237, LfD2= 0.3898, LqQ1=LqQ2=LQ1Q2=0.237, τf=750, 
Rd=Rq= 0.003, RD1=RQ1=0.01008, RD2=RQ2=0.00134, H=3 s , τGM =τGI =0.1, τHP =0.1, 
τRH =10, τIP =τLP =0.3,  Po =  1.2  p.u. , FHP = 0.26, FIP = 0.42, FLP = 0.32 

 
Table (2). Parameters of conventional generators 

Parameter symbol M/C #1 M/C #2 M/C #4 

Ld        (p.u) 
Lq        (p.u) 
MdF=MdD= 
MFD    (p.u) 
MqQ       (p.u) 
LF            (p.u) 
LD            (p.u) 
LQ            (p.u) 
Ra             (p.u) 
RF            (p.u) 
RD           (p.u) 
RQ            (p.u) 
H           (s) 

2.11 
2.02 
 
1.955 
1.865 
2.089 
2.07 
1.93 
0.0046 
0.00013 
0.02 
0.024 
2.32 

2.13 
2.07 
 
1.88 
1.82 
2.12 
1.97 
1.88 
0.0029 
0.00092 
0.018 
0.0212 
2.52 

0.898 
0.646 
 
0.658 
0.406 
0.724 
0.668 
0.457 
0.0014 
0.00026 
0.012 
0.02 
5.15 

 
Table (3). Parameters of excitation systems and PSS 

Parameter  
Symbol 

M/C 1 M/C 2 M/C 4 

KA 

TA     (s) 
Tf      (s) 
Kf 
Ef min  (p.u) 
Ef max (p.u) 
Gs 

200 
0.3575 
1.0 
0.0529 
-5.73 
5.73 
0.03 

4 
0.02 
0.05 
0.05 
0.0 
4.46 
0.03 

200 
0.02 
1.0 
.01 
0.0 
7.32 
0.04 
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Table (4). Parameters of transmission lines in p.u 

Bus # R jX jY 

1-7 
7-8 
8-9 
9-2 
9-6 
6-10 
10-3 
10-5 
7-5 
5-11 
11-4 
11-12 

0.0 
0.009 
0.088 
0.0 
0.009 
0.009 
0.0 
0.0088 
0.009 
0.009 
0.0 
0.018 

0.12 
0.152 
0.1055 
0.12 
0.152 
0.152 
0.12 
0.1055 
0.152 
0.152 
0.12 
0.304 

0.0 
0.0688 
0.0982 
0.0 
0.0688 
0.0688 
0.0 
0.0982 
0.0688 
0.0688 
0.0 
0.0344 

 
Table (5). Loads and operating points 

P + jQ  (p.u)  

Case #1 Case # 2 
Load 1 
Load 2 
Load 3 
Load 4 
M/C 1 
M/C 2 
M/C 4 
SCG 

-0.5  -j0.309 
-0.3  -j0.155 
-0.25-j0.155 
-0.25-j0.155 
0.12  +j 0.058 
0.2    +j0.04 
0.235+j 0.154 
0.75  +j0.11 

-0.8-j0.48 
-0.3-j0.18 
-0.3-j0.18 
-0.3-j0.18 
0.2237+j0.14 
0.5      +j0.111 
0.235  +j0.2587 
0.75    +j0.2037 
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  تصميم أمثل لموازن غيمي المنطق لمولد فائق التوصيل في نظام متعدد الآلات
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Abstract. This paper presents a complete analysis of an induction generator linked to the power network 
through an ac voltage controller aiming to control the generated active and reactive power at different 
speeds. The ac voltage controller uses three different control strategies, namely; the firing angle-, the 
extinction angle- and the symmetrical angle- control strategies to control the generator terminal voltage. 
The generator electrical and mechanical performance characteristics regarding the harmonic distortion 
factors, active power, reactive power, power factor, steady torque, pulsating torques and efficiency have 
been computed at different speeds. These characteristics have been determined with the help of novel 
equivalent circuits in the frequency domain. These equivalent circuits enable accurate calculation of the 
generator performance characteristics as the numerical techniques are omitted. Also, unlike the dqo and 
the abc models, the present model takes into account the generator iron losses effects. 
Keyword: induction generator, ac voltage controller, grid-connected 
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1. Introduction 
Wind is a promising source of renewable energy in the world. This power may be 
utilized to generate electrical power using the induction generators [1-2]. 

The performance of a grid-connected induction generator using a solid state 
ac voltage controller as an interface between the grid and the stator terminals of the 
generator is studied in this paper. In this regard a forced-commutated ac voltage 
controller which utilizes a set of IGBT devices has been used. 

Many authors have analyzed the self excited induction generators [3-8] which 
are utilized in far and isolated sites. The performance of controlled generators using 
ac voltage controllers has been analyzed in previous publications for naturally 
commutated voltage controllers, and forced commutated voltage controllers [9-11]. 
The analysis has been determined using numerical techniques based upon abc-dq 
reference frame models. In the present paper the steady-state electrical and 
mechanical performance of the generator has been analyzed through modeling the 
induction generator and the static converter by novel equivalent circuits in the 
frequency domain. This is expected to give more accurate results, and enables the 
iron losses to be taken into consideration which leads to accurate estimation of the 
generator efficiency. 

Computer programs have been developed to determine the performance 
characteristics of the controlled generator for a wide range of operating conditions 
and specified switching strategies of the ac voltage controller. In this regard, the 
firing angle, the extinction angle and the symmetrical angle control strategies have 
been used. The computed performance characteristics included the generator current 
and its distortion factors, the generator active and reactive powers and the generator 
efficiency. Also, the bus current, its distortion factors, reflected harmonics on the 
supply, the displacement angle, the bus active and reactive powers, and the power 
factor has been computed. On the other side the mechanical performance 
characteristics regarding the unidirectional-developed torque and the pulsating 
components appearing as a result of the use of the ac voltage controller have been 
determined.  
 

2. Solid State Control of the Induction Generator 
Forced commutated AC voltage controller is suggested to be used as an interface 
between the grid and the induction generator. The proposed circuit is shown in 
Fig.(1). Each stator phase has control circuit that contains series and shunt IGBT 
devices in bridges of diodes to allow the current to pass in the two directions [9]. 
The two IGBT's are operated alternatively, when the series transistor is turned on, 
the shunt IGBT is turned off and vice versa. This control circuit links the induction 
generator with the network. The terminal voltage as well as the active and reactive 
power of the generator can be controlled by variation of the on and off periods of the 
series transistors. The shunt transistor bridge allows the clamped current in the stator 
phase during the off state of the series bridge to continue flowing as freewheeling 
path.  
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The transistorized AC voltage controller may be controlled using three 
different control strategies as follows [9]: 

 
Fig. (1). Induction generator connected to grid via ac voltage controller 

 
a) Firing angle control: 

The control of the generator terminal voltage is done by varying the firing 
angle (α), while the extinction angle (β) is kept at 180 degree as shown in Fig. (2-a). 
b) Extinction angle control: 

The control is carried out by the variation of the extinction angle (β), while 
the firing angle (α) is kept constant and equal to zero as shown in Fig. (2-b). 
c) Symmetrical angle control: 

The control is done by varying both the firing angle and the extinction angle 
simultaneously (Fig. 2-c). The conduction angle (γ) is given by; γ = β – α, and β = π 
– α. 
The terminal voltages of the induction generator are as follows: 
va =  Vm sin ωt                 n π +  α ≤ ωt ≤  n π +  β  , n = 0,1,2,..           (1) 
vb and vc lag behind va by 2 π/3 and 4 π/3 respectively.  
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Fig. (2-a). Firing angle 
control strategy 

 
 

Fig. (2-b). Extinction angle 
control strategy 

 
 
Fig. (2-c). Symmetrical angle 

control strategy 

 
3. Steady State Modeling 

3.1 Frequency Domain Equivalent Circuits 
The stator terminal voltage of the induction Generator when using an ac voltage 
controller is no more a pure sinusoidal voltage. Using Fourier series  this voltage can 
be analyzed into a summation of a series of fundamental voltage and higher order 
voltage harmonics. Let, the bus voltage; vb,   be : 

vbb(θ) = Vm sin θ    ; θ = ωt    (2) 

Then, the generator terminal voltage; vg, is given by 

vg(θ) = SF(θ).vbb      (3) 

Where SF(θ) is a switching function that is fully determined according to the control 
technique such that, in the case of firing angle control technique 

SF(θ) =  1    nπ + α ≤ θ ≤ (n+1)π; n = 0, 1, 2,   (4) 

Otherwise it is zero.  
In the case of extinction angle control, 

SF(θ) =  1  nπ ≤ θ ≤ nπ + β; n = 0, 1, 2, .. (5) 

Otherwise it is zero.  
In the case of symmetrical angle control  

SF(θ) = 1 (n+0.5) π – 0.5γ ≤ θ ≤ (n+0.5) π + 0.5γ; n = 0, 1, 2, . (6) 

To get the Fourier series of the voltage, SF(θ) is analyzed using Fourier series rules. 
Thus,  

∑ ++=
n nno tncaSF        )sin()( ϕωθ   (7) 

where n is an even number. Then, 

vg(θ)= Vm sinθ  { )sin( nn no tnca ϕω ++∑ }  (8) 

which yields the following equation: 
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∑ +=
h hhg thVtv   )sin()( ϕω     (9) 

where h is  an  odd number. Vh and φh are given for the three control 
techniques in Appendix A.The generator applied voltage components, obtained by 
Fourier series, are classified as follows: 

a) Positive Sequence Voltage Components: 
Components of order nf = 1 + 6k; where k = 0, 1, 2, 3,…., are called positive 

sequence voltages. These voltages generate rotating fluxes in the same direction of 
rotation of the flux produced by the fundamental voltage. The slip w.r.t the flux of 
any positive sequence voltage is: 

s

rs
P Nnf

NNnf
S

×
−×=     (10) 

where Ns is the nominal synchronous speed, and Nr is the rotor speed. 
b) Negative Sequence Voltage Components: 
Components of order nb = 5 + 6k; where k = 0, 1, 2,…., are called negative 

sequence voltages. These voltages generate rotating fluxes in the opposite direction 
of rotation of the flux produced by the fundamental voltage. The slip w.r.t the flux of 
any negative sequence voltage is: 

s

rs
N Nnb

NNnb
S

×
+×=     (11) 

c) Zero Sequence Voltage Components: 
Components of order no = 3 + 6k; where k = 0, 1, 2, 3,…., are called zero 

sequence or triplex voltages. The net flux of these harmonic components in the air 
gap is zero. Therefore, they neither contribute to the torque output nor induce 
currents in the rotor.  

The positive and negative sequence equivalent circuits of the slip ring and 
plain cage induction machines are as shown in Fig. (3a). In the case of delta 
connected generator or four wire star generator system, the zero sequence voltage 
drives zero sequence currents in the stator. Fig. (3b) shows the zero sequence 
equivalent circuit which applies in this case for all construction types of induction 
generators. 
3.2 Generator Current, Power and Torque Calculations 

For each voltage component (of order h) the appropriate equivalent circuit is 
used to calculate the corresponding stator, magnetizing and rotor currents. Also, the 
power factor is obtained. Then, the terminal active- and reactive- electrical power, 
rotor air gap power and the induced torque are calculated as follows: 

Peh = VhIh cos(φh – ψgh)   p.u    (12) 

Qeh = VhIh sin(φh – ψgh)   p.u    (13) 

Pgh = Ih
2 R2/Sh   p.u     (14) 

Teh = Pgh /h       p.u,   for +ve voltage  (15-a) 

Teh = Pgh /h       p.u,   for -ve voltage   (15-b) 
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Where φh is the phase angle of the hth voltage component; Vh, ψh is the phase 
angle of the hth current component; Ih, and Sh is the slip w.r.t the flux of the hth 
voltage component. 

1

2
1

2

I

II
THD

−
=     (16) 

 

 
(a) Positive and negative sequence equivalent circuits 

 

 
(b) Zero sequence equivalent circuit of the induction machine 

 
Fig. (3). The generator equivalent circuits (S = SP in the  case of +ve sequence harmonics and S = SN 

in  the  case of -ve sequence harmonics). 
 

THD defines the total harmonic content [12], but it does not indicate the level 
of each harmonic component. If a filter is used at the output of the converters, the 
higher-order harmonics would be attenuated more effectively. Therefore, knowledge 
of both the frequency and the magnitude of each harmonic is important. The 
distortion factor (D.F) indicates the amount of the harmonics distortion that remains 
in a particular waveform after the harmonics of that waveform have been subjected 
to a second order attenuation (i.e. divided by n2). Thus, D.F [12] is a measure of 
effectiveness in reducing unwanted harmonics without having to specify the values 
of the second order load filter and is defined as [12]   

R1 hX1J R2/S  hX2J 

Rc Vh hXmJ 

R1 hX1J 

Vh 
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The total terminal active- and reactive- electrical power are calculated by 

∑=
k eke PP      (18) 

∑=
k eke QQ      (19) 

Interaction between the fluxes that rotate at different speeds results in pulsating 
torques. The steady and pulsating torque components are calculated in p.u using the 
following formulas [13]:  

∑ ∑ −+−=
ks kr krfrksfsskrfrksfsme tkrfksfIIXT  ))sin((( )()()()(1 ψψω (20-a) 

∑ ∑ −+−=
ks kr krbrksbsskrbrksbsme tkrbksbIIXT  ))sin((( )()()()(2 ψψω  (20-b) 

∑ ∑ +++=
ks kr krfrksbsskrfrksbsme tkrfksbIIXT  ))sin((( )()()()(3 ψψω  (20-c) 

∑ ∑ +++=
ks kr krbrksfsskrbrksfsme tkrbksfIIXT  ))sin((( )()()()(4 ψψω  (20-d) 

Te = Te1 – Te2 + Te3 – Te4   (21) 

Where ksf, krf are the stator and rotor harmonic orders which induce forward 
rotating magnetic fields and ksb, krb are the stator and rotor harmonic orders which 
induce backward rotating magnetic fields. The steady state torques result when ksf = 
krf in Te1 and when ksb = krb in Te2. 
3.3 Bus Current and Power Calculations 

At any instant the instantaneous bus power; pbb, equals the instantaneous 
generator power; pg,thus, 

pg = pbb    (22) 

vg ig = vbb ibb    (23) 

Using Eqs. 3 and 23, leads to 

ibb =  ig SF(θ)    (24) 

ig has components calculated from the equivalent circuits corresponding to the 
voltage components and SF(θ) has its Fourier Series form. Thus, the bus current; ibb, 
could be expressed as a summation of current components as given in Appendix A. 
The active- and reactive- electrical powers are calculated, keeping in mind that the 
bus voltage is   pure sinusoidal, as follows:  

Pe = Vb Ibb1 cos (- ψbb1)   (25) 
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Qe = Vbb Ibb1 sin (- ψbb1)   (26) 

The angle between the fundamental bus current; Ibb1, measured in the output sense 
and the bus voltage, called the displacement angle (Dangle), is calculated as follows: 

DAngle = ψbb1 + π,    (27) 

The bus power factor is calculated from [12] 

PF = PuF . DF     (28) 

Where PuF is the purity factor and is given by; PuF = I1/I 
The bus current total distortion factor and the individual distortion factors are 
calculated using the formula applied to the generator current (Eqs. 16, 17). 
 

4. Performance Characteristics of the Controlled Generator 
A simulation program based upon the steady state (frequency domain) equivalent 
circuits, with the terminal voltage represented as a series of a fundamental voltage 
and higher harmonic voltages has been developed. The terminal voltage is 
determined using Fourier series analysis (Appendix A.1) which gives the voltage 
components for the three control strategies. The program has been used to compute 
the performance characteristics of the generator having the data given in Appendix 
B. Various performance characteristics of the generator such as the fundamental 
current, total current, various distortion factors, the active power, the reactive power, 
the efficiency and the generator average torque and pulsating torque components of 
the generator have been computed versus the generator speed at different firing, 
extinction and conduction angles. Fig. (4) compares the generator current third 
harmonic distortion factor for the three control strategies. The results show that 
these components are very similar for the different control cases. This is also the 
case of the total harmonic distortion of the generator current (Fig.5). Consequently, 
the efficiency of the generator (Fig.6) is more or less the same for the three control 
strategies. The bus current distortion factors for the three control strategies are 
shown in Figs. (6 and 7).  These figures indicate that the extinction angle control 
strategy gives the least harmonic distortion factor compared with the other 
strategies. The extinction angle control strategy has a much less bus distortion factor 
compared with the generator harmonic factor, while the bus distortion factors are 
higher than the generator factors for the other two strategies. 

The displacement angle is clearly affected by the speed and the control angle of 
the control strategies. This angle has a high leading value when the speed is very close 
to the synchronous speed, then as the speed increases it goes down before   it begins to 
increase again. In the case of firing angle control strategy, the displacement angle goes 
in the lagging direction as the firing angle increases (Fig. 9-a) 

The induced steady torques for the three control strategies is shown in Fig. 
(10). The 6th and 12th order pulsating torques are shown in Figs (11 and 12). These 
are given as a ratio of the induced steady torque. The pulsating torques ratio seem to 
be high at the speeds which are very close to the synchronous speed, then decreases 
rapidly as the speed increases. As expected, this ratio behaves in a fluctuating 
manner as the control angle (α, β or γ) increases.      
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(a) Firing angle control 
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(b) Extinction angle control 
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 (c) Symmetrical angle control 

 
Fig. (4). Distortion factor of the third order generator harmonic current 
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(c) 

Fig. (5). Total harmonic distortion factor of the generator current 
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Fig. (6). Efficiency of the generator 
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Fig. (7). Distortion factor of the third order bus harmonic current 
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Fig. (8). Total harmonic distortion factor of the bus current 
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Fig. (9). Displacement angle of the bus current 
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Fig.(10). Total average induced torque 
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Fig. (11). The 6th order pulsating torque 
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Fig. (12). The 12th order pulsating torque 
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5. Conclusions 
The steady-state electrical and mechanical performance of   a forced-controlled 
induction generator has been analyzed through modeling the induction generator and 
the static converter by novel equivalent circuits in the frequency domain. Simulating 
programs have been developed to determine the performance characteristics of the 
controlled generator for a wide range of operating conditions and different switching 
strategies. In this regard, three control strategies of the ac voltage controller have 
been used, namely; the firing angle control strategy, the extinction angle control 
strategy and the symmetrical angle control strategy.  

When using the ac voltage controllers, the active and reactive powers of the 
grid connected induction generator can be controlled. The bus reactive power is 
clearly controlled when using the firing angle control strategy to the extent that it 
becomes positive over certain ranges of firing angle. This means that the output 
current lags the voltage. Consequently, the reactive power will be delivered to the 
network by the induction generator.  

Using the solid state electronic switches to control the active and reactive 
power of the induction generator is associated with the existence of current 
harmonic contents in the generator and harmonic currents reflected on the supply. 
Only the odd harmonics especially the third harmonics exist extensively. If our 
concern is to have reduced generator harmonic contents the symmetrical control is 
recommended. But, if low bus harmonics and consequently better power quality are 
required the symmetrical control should be avoided. The symmetrical angle control 
strategy results in the highest distorted bus current. 
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8. Appendices 

Appendix A: Fourier Series of the Generator Voltage and Bus Current 
A.1- Generator Voltage 

vg = Vm sin(θ). F (θ) 
where F (θ) is the switching function which is determined according to the control 
strategy as follows: 

SF(θ) =  1                                  nπ + α  ≤ θ ≤ nπ + β;     n = 0, 1, 2, .. 
Otherwise it is zero.    
Using Fourier series analysis of the switching function, the generator voltage can be 
expressed as follows: 
vg = 0.5Vm [(a0-a2) sin(θ) + (a2-a4) sin(3θ) + (a4-a6) sin(5θ) + (a6-a8) sin(7θ) +……. 

+ b2 cos(θ) + (b4-b2) cos(3θ) + (b6-b4) cos(5θ) + (b8-b6) cos(7θ) +…….] 
Thus, the fundamental component; vg1 = 0.5Vm (a0-a2) sin(θ) + 0.5Vm (b2) cos(θ), 
3rd harmonic component; vg3 = 0.5Vm (a2- a4) sin(3θ) + 0.5Vm (b4-b2) cos(3θ), 
5th harmonic component; vg5 = 0.5Vm (a4- a6) sin(5θ) + 0.5Vm (b6-b4) cos(5θ),  
and so on. 
a0,  an and bn are given, for the three control strategies, as follows: 
a0,  an and bn are given, for the three control strategies, as follows: 
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i) Firing angle control, 
a0 = 2(π-α)/π 

an  = [(-2/{(2n-1)π}]×sin(2n-1)α ,        n =1,2,3,…. 
bn = cos(2nα-1)/nπ ,                              n =1,2,3,… 

ii) Extinction angle control, 
a0 = 2β/π 

an  = sin(2nβ)/(nπ),                               n =1,2,3,…. 
bn = [1- cos(2nβ)]/(nπ) ,                        n =1,2,3,… 

iii) Symmetrical angle control,  
a0 = 2γ/π 

an  = [{-2(-1)n-2} sin(n(π-γ)/2)]/nπ   ,    n =1,2,3,… 
bn =  0                                               ,    n =1,2,3,… 

 
A.2- Bus Current 

ibb  = ig SF(θ) 
The fundamental bus current is given by 

ibb1 = {0.5 Ig1 ((a0-a2) cos(ψg1)+b2 sin(ψg1)) + 0.5  Ig3 ((a2-a4) cos(ψg3) + (b4-b2)  
sin(ψg3)) + 0.5  Ig5 ((a4-a6) cos(ψg5)+(b6-b4) sin(ψg5)) +  0.5  Ig7 ((a6-a8) cos(ψg7) + 
(b8-b6) sin(ψg7)) +….}×sin(θ)  + {0.5  Ig1 (b2 cos(ψg1) + (a0+a2) sin(ψg1)) + 0.5 Ig3 

((b4+b2) cos(ψg3) + (a2+a4) sin(ψg3)) + 0.5  Ig5 ((b6+b4) cos(ψg5) + (a4+a6) sin(ψg5) + 
0.5  Ig7 ((b8+b6) cos(ψg7) + (a6+a8) sin(ψg7)) +….}×cos(θ) 

3rd harmonic bus current is given by 
 

ibb3 = {0.5  Ig1 ((a2-a4) cos(ψg1) + (b4+b2) sin(ψg1)) + 0.5  Ig3 ((a0-a6) cos(ψg3) + b6 
sin(ψ g3)) +  0.5  Ig5 ((a2-a8) cos(ψ g5) + (b8-b2) sin(ψ g5))  +….}×sin (3θ)   +  0.5  Ig7 
((a4-a10) cos(ψ g7) + (b10-b4) sin(ψ g7)) + {0.5  Ig1 ((b4-b2) cos(ψ g1) + (a2+a4) sin(ψ g1)) 
+ 0.5  Ig3 (b6 cos(ψ g3) + (a0+a6) sin(ψ g3)) + 0.5  Ig5 ((b8+b2) cos(ψ g5) + (a2+a8) sin(ψ 

g5) + 0.5  Ig7 ((b10+b4) cos(ψ g7) + (a4+a10) sin(ψ g7)) +….}×cos(3θ) 
5th harmonic bus current is given by 
  
ibb5= {0.5  Ig1 ((a4-a6) cos(ψ g1)+(b6+b4) sin(ψ g1)) + 0.5  Ig3 ((a2-a8) cos(ψ g3) + (b9+b2) 
sin(ψ g3)) + 0.5  Ig5 ((a0-a10) cos(ψ g5)+b10 sin(ψ g5)) +….}×Sin(5θ)   +  0.5  Ig7 ((a2-
a12) cos(ψ g7) + (b12-b2) sin(ψ g7)) + {0.5  Ig1 ((b6-b4) cos(ψ g1) + (a4+a6) sin(ψ g1)) + 
0.5  Ig3 ((b8-b2) cos(ψ g3) + (a2+a8) sin(ψ g3)) + 0.5  Ig5 (b10 cos(ψ g5) + (a0+a10) sin(ψ 

g5)) + 0.5  Ig7 ((b12+b2) cos(ψ g7) + (a2+a12) sin(ψ g7)) +….}×cos(5θ) 
where Ig1 ,Ig3 ,Ig5 Ig7 ………   are the generator harmonic currents.   
a0,  an and bn are as given before. 
Appendix B: Generator Particulars and Parameters 
Three phase generator,  ∆ connected, 600 V, 475 A, 50 Hz, having the following 
parameters: 
R1  = R2  = 0.015  p.u,  X1 = X2 = 0.091 p.u,   Xm =  4.251   p.u,  Rc = 30.0 p.u. 
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Abstract: A knowledge of the product distribution from the pyrolysis of coal when particles are heated is 
of considerable importance in understanding the process involved in both the production of gaseous and 
liquid fuels from coal and the combustion of coal. Studies of decomposition of Sinai coal and combustion 
rates have been undertaken because the rate and extent of volatilization play an important part in the 
ignition process of coal particles in circulating fluidized bed. There is a little information available in the 
literature on the rate of decomposition occurring under the very rapid heating characteristics of Sinai coal 
firing. This is due to incomplete knowledge about the phenomenon of combustion of Sinai coal in 
circulating fluidized involved in special care operations. That is why this work is continued to bring new 
technical solutions and sake knowledge in this scope more profound. 
Keywords: Pyrolysis, combustion, solid fuel 
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Quantity of ash determine in 
standard conditions A c
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E activation energy kO  
frequency factor 

M True reaction order N apparent reaction order 
Q degree of devolatilization Q char reactivity  
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universal gas constant 
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ignition temperature 
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particle temperature 
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quantity of volatile matter (V.M.) 
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dav Quantity of volatile matter (V.M.) 
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change in quantity of volatile matter 
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∆Mdav
 

actual coal mass loss ρΟ2
 density of oxygen 

β stoichiometric coefficient λ heat transfer coefficient 
ε Porosity daf dry ash free 
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1. Introduction 
The combustion of most solid fuels involves two major steps: 

(i) The thermal decomposition (pyrolysis, devolatilization) that occurs 
during the initial heating, accompanied by drastic physical and chemical changes 
which usually involve the particle become plastic then rehardening, and 

(ii)  The subsequent combustion of pores solid residue (char) from the first 
step. The burning rate of the solid depends in part-on the size of char particle and the 
natural of its pore structure. These physical properties, together with important 
chemical properties, are affected by changes during the first step. The first step is 
rapid, the second is slow. In pulverized flames the time for devolatilization to take 
place is of the order of 0.1s and for char burn.-out the time is 1s; for particles 
burning in fluidized bed combustors the corresponding orders are 10s and 1000 s. 
Therefore the burning of the char has a major effect on the volume of the 
combustion chamber required to attain a given heat release. 

Actually, when necessity of burning low grade fuels, has arisen, there is a 
demand to find adequate technologies to burn them effectively and with as low 
emission of pollutants as possible. Circulating fluidized bed may provide the 
solution. The gas/solid mixing and heat transfer properties of fluidized beds have 
been utilized in combustion systems for burning low grade coal, but it that the 
advantages have been appreciated of the high heat transfer rates occurring at 
surfaces immersed within the bed. Sufficient heat is extracted in this way to 

maintain the temperature of the bed in the average 700-800 oC. The high heat 
transfer rates which result in high combustion intensities and a reduction the weight 
of expensive tube materials-leading to a substantial saving in the capital cost of 
steam generation. 

Prospecting for coal in Egypt, can be considered to data from early in 1844, 
when a well near Edfu (Southern Egypt) shown some iodination of bituminous 
carbonaceous material.   Further prospecting for call carried out in 1958-1962 
resulted in the discovery of the coal deposits of Ayun Musa, Wadi Thorn and 
Maghara in Sinai Peninsula. The Safa mine was opened in 1964 and was about to 
start production in 1967, when it was then abandoned due to Israeli invasion. It is 
planned to resume production in April 1986. A call-for tender is now being issued 
for studding the possibility of erecting a coal-fired power plant on the Gulf of Suez 
(initial) capacity 300 MW, to be followed by other coal fired power stations. 
 

2. Pyrolysis of Coal Particles 
Prior studies in which finely-ground coal was heated very rapidly have shown that 
the fraction of the coal that can be volatilized increases with both the rate of heating 
and the final temperature to which the coal is heated. For example, Eddinger, et a1 
[1], have presented data from an entrained flow reactor which show that volatile 
products amounting to 49.9 percent of the coal fed may be produced from a finely-
ground coal having an AS'IM volatility of only 35.5 percent, even though maximum 
reactor temperature was less than the 1223 K reached in the standard volatility test. 
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Mustafa et al [2] studied the effect of particle size on coal pyrolysis by 
thermogravimetry (TG/DTG). All the experiments were conducted at non-
isothermal heating conditions with a heating rate of 10°C min−1. in the temperature 
range of 20–600oC, under nitrogen atmosphere. Different fractions of Çayırhan coal 
showed differences in TG/DTG curves, peak temperatures and residue values. The 
Arrhenius model is applied to determine the kinetic parameters from TG/DTG 
curves. 

Kinetic analysis of rapid coal devolatilization in a spot heater apparatus was 
made for Tatong coal by [3]. A multiple-stage measuring technique was devised to 
provide the change of total volatiles with time/temperature during the 
devolatilization. On the basis of the analyses of the total volatiles yield and 
measured temperature of coal particle, the kinetic parameters of the rapid 
devolatilization for Tatong coal were estimated by applying Distributed Activation 
Energy Model (DAEM). 

A poly-generation process of simulated circulating fluidized bed (CFB) 
combustion combined with coal pyrolysis was developed in a laboratory scale by 
[4].  Pyrolysis characteristics of three bituminous coals with high volatile contents 
were investigated in a fixed bed with capacity of 10 kg solid samples. The effects of 
initial temperature of solid heat carrier, pyrolysis holding time, blending (ash/coal) 
ratio and coal particle size on gas and tar yields were studied experimentally. The 
results indicate that the initial temperature of the heat carrier is the key factor that 
affects the gas and tar yield, and the gas composition. Most of the gas and the tar are 
released during the first few minutes of the pyrolysis holding time. For caking coal, 
the amount of char agglomerating on the pyrolyzer inner wall is reduced by 
enhancing the blending ratio. The experimental results may provide basic 
engineering data or information for the process design of CFB combustion 
combined with coal pyrolysis in a large scale. 

An experimental apparatus was set up for batch simulation of coal pyrolysis 
with solid heat carrier in a fixed bed. by [5] Quartz sand as heat carrier preheated to 
about 700–800°C was mixed with Datong bituminous coal by an agitator. The 
thermal history of the coal particle has been followed by a K-type thermocouple. 
The effects of particle size, pyrolysis time and temperature on the gas yield during 
pyrolysis of coal with solid heat carrier were examined for different conditions. The 
experimental results showed that a dominant percentage of the gas product is 
produced during the first 1–3 min, although gas evolution would last for as long as 
10 min. The total gas yield, insensitive to particle size of the heat carrier, depends on 
carrier temperature and coal particle size under tested conditions. The contact heat 
transfer of cold and hot particles was analyzed. 

The authors of the works [6, 7, and 8] observed that heating the coal particles 
at the rate higher than 10000 K/s substantially influences the quantity of evolutes 
volatile matters. Rapid heating results in greater quantity of volatile products of 
pyrolysis than slow heating does. Another feature differentiating pyrolysis in high 
rate of heating from slow heating is qualitatively different composition of evoluted 
gaseous products [10]. 
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Complex processes occurring during thermal decomposition of coal are not 
well known or quantitatively described. Model allowing for more than one reaction 
are presented in work [6, 7, 8, and 9]. References [7 and 8] propose that pyrolysis 
may be described by two parallel reactions. The review of pyrolysis models [6, 7, 8, 
and 9] of volatile matters evolution is presented in tables (1). 
 
Table (1). Review of Pyrolysis models 

Author Model Commentary 
Badzioch and Hawksley 
[6] )-k(V = * V

dt

dV  
K: constant rate of chemical reaction  

Kobayshi et al. [7] 
Ubkayakar et al. [8] 

Coal → )1( 1111 xRvx −+  

Coal → )1( 2222 xRvx −+  

V : gas 
R; solid phase 

Solomon [9] 
)-(Vk = *

i i
i V

dt

dV  
*V : emitted quantity of volatile 

matters (% daf) 

 
Pyrolysis converts coal into volatile products and solid residue. The rate of 

volatile evolution may be controlled by either chemical decomposition of the coal or 
gaseous flow through the solid matrix Knowledge of the kinetics of pyrolysis is 
required for under standing the combustion of coal particles. Volatile evolution is 
known to influence the combustion of solid particle, and the influence of pre-
ignition volatile generation on flame speed. [11 to 18]  
The report has determined the degree of devolatilization of SINAI coal in the range 
of temperature from 923 K to 1323 K for particle diameter from 250 µm to 750 µm, 
ignition temperature, and reactivity. 
2.1. Coal size 

A high percentage of coal mined today is by mechanical coal cutters; in most 
countries the days of pick- and shoved mining disappeared, and mechanical 
conveying, cleaning and screening the coal is now widely adopted. As a result, there 
is a much smaller amount of large coal available and generally coal is much cleaner 
with less dirt and ash. In stoker fired boilers coal size is important. Although large 
coal is usually the most expensive, it is not the most uitable for use in mechanical 
stokers. Most large coal suppliers grade their coal into a range of sizes in which both 
the minimum and maximum particle sizes are stipulated. For example, British coal 
grade their bituminous and anthracite coal into groups as shown in Table (2). Other 
industrial countries have their own systems for classifying coal by average particle 
size, and use their own descriptive names for the various grades. 
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Table (2). British coal grade of bituminous and anthracite coal 

Bituminous coal grading Typical size groups for graded low, volatile coal 
Range of screen sizes Welsh anthracite Welsh dry steam coal 
Description Max, 

mm 
Min. 
mm 

Description Mm Description mm 

Large Cobbles 150 75 Cobbles 125-80 Cobbles 125-80 
Cobbles 100-150 50-100 French nuts 80-63 Large nuts 80-56 

Stoves nuts 63-36 Small  56-18 Trebles/large 
nuts 

63-100 38-63 
Stoves  36-2--16 Nuts  18-16 

Doubles/nuts 38-63 25-38 Beans  20-10 Beans  18-10 
Singles  25-38 12.5-18 Peas  16-10 Peas  10-0 
   Grains 10.5 Washed duff.  
   Washed duff. 5-0   

 
2.2. Coal analysis 

SINAI coal was the raw material used for pyrolysis research. The analysis 
was listed in Table (3) and Table (4). The coal was preheated, milled and divided 
into groups of particles of diameters by sieving in the range from 250 µm to 750 µm. 
The samples for proximate and ultimate analysis were carried out according to 
obligatory Polish Standards. The content of carbon was determined in the examined 
samples by means of Radmacher–Hoverth method. 
 

Table (3). Analysis of SINAI coal 

Proximate Analysis ( dry ash free % by weight ) 
Moisture Ash Volatile matter. Fixed Carbon  
2.9 13.7 54.45 8.95 

 

Table (4). Analysis of SINAI coal 

Ultimate Analysis (dry ash free % by weight ) 
Carbon Hydrogen Sulphur Nitrogen Oxygen (by difference) 
76 6.6 2.96 1.13 13.31 

 
2.3 Test-rig and measurements 

Investigations were carried out on the test-rig as shown in Fig. 1 [19and 20]. 
Basic elements of the test rig are: vertical reaction chamber, coal supplying sampler 
extinguishing system of pyrolysis products, installation of reaction chamber electric 
heating and gas heater, water cooling system, gas flow and temperature measuring 
system, system for carrying away pyrolysis products. During the operation, the 
reactor walls and gas heater temperature is measured with six thermocouples. The 
quantity of gas supplied to the reactor and the feeder and that leaving the reactor is 
measured by rotameters. As well, the power of heating appliances is measured. Solid 
and fluid pyrolysis is carried away from the reactor through the installation 
comprising successively: cyclone, bag filter and suction pump. All measurements 
probes were calibrated at various conditions in the test section. 
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D.C. motor

Coal feeder
Carrier gas

Water in/out
Feeder prob

Main gas

Reactor zone

Sampling prob

Char collection bottle

Water in/out

Heating elementHeating element

 
 

Fig. (1). The reactor system 
2.4 Research range 

The Experiment was based on continuous transport of pulverized coal 
particles by a carrier gas (Nitrogen) to the reactor filled with in active atmosphere 

where they are rapidly heated (103 deg/s-105 deg/s). The particles flowed through 
the reactor in 2s-4s. The products were sucked further to the cooling stage. The 
furnace temperature was controlled from 923 K to 1323 K in 100 deg intervals. The 
flow of carrier gas was changed from 0.0005 to 0.0023 cubic meters per second in 
relation to the furnace temperature. The quantity of supplied coal amounted to ca 
0.00017 kg/s. 
2.5. Degree of devolatilization 

The degree of devolatilization of coal can be expressed by the number Q 
which is the ratio of the actual coal mass losses caused by rapid pyrolysis dafM∆  to 
the change in quantity of volatile matter determined in standard conditions, i.e. 

dafV∆  [19 and 20] 

Q  
dafM
dafV

= ∆
∆

     (1) 

To obtain the value of “Q” the parameters dafM∆  and dafV∆  have been determined 
as given below: 

The examination of devolatilization in dust-gas stream renders it impossible 
to measure directly coal; mass loss caused by thermal decomposition. Coal mass 
loss results from the fact that not all particles reach the collector as some of then get 
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stuck to the reactor surface. Thus, to determine the actual loss of mass requires the 
use of ash determined according to chemical analysis, so the actual mass loss is 
calculated from the equations; 

)
Ad

c

Ad
c100

)(
Ad 100

Ad 100
 ( - 100 = Mdaf −

�         (2) 

The quantity of volatile matter when left in char after coal devolatilization (
c
dafV )  

can be estimated from the formula; 

c
dafV  =    

100 dA

100 - dA
 

dafV

c
dA

   (3) 

The change of quantity of volatile matter which was released from coal can be 
determined by the following equation; 

dafV  =  dafV c
dafV∆ −     (4) 

The values of dafM∆  and dafV∆  obtained through experiments have been 
presented in Figs. 2 and 3. From these figures it can be said that;  
- with the rise in pyrolysis temperature there is an increase in the quantity of emitted 
matter and the mass loss, 
- for fraction of diameters 600 µm -750 µm there is a sudden increase in the values 
of dafM∆  and dafV∆  up to pyrolysis temperature of 1323 K. Beyond this 
temperature the increase is very slow.  

The calculated values of degree of devolatilization of coal obtained are given 
in Table (5). From this table Q is found to vary between 1.2-1.5. Considering the 
small range of variation and the trend of curves in Figs. (2 and 3) it can be inferred 
that the particle size practically does not affect the degree of devolatilization. 
Devolatilization rate is reduced since a larger coal particle results in a higher 
inherent temperature gradient. In addition, a large coal particle size results in a 
higher mass transfer resistance for volatile gas. A longer path of the volatile inside a 
larger particle delays the time for volatile release. Smaller coal particles favor the 
gas and the tar yields. 
 

Table (5). The degree of devolatilization (Q) 
Temp., K Particle diameters, µµµµm 

 250-350 µµµµ m 
Q 

350-450 µµµµ m 
Q 

450-550 µµµµ m 
Q 

550-650 µµµµ m 
Q 

650-750 µµµµ m 
Q 

923 K 
1023 K 
1123 K 
1223 K 
1323 K 

1.4 
1.4 
1.31 
1.3 
1.4 

1.23 
1.25 
1.24 
1.20 
1.20 

1.3 
1.2 
1.26 
1.3 
1.2 

1.4 
1.43 
1.3 
2.2 
1.3 

1.3 
1.5 
0.8 
1.3 
1.5 
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Fig. (2). Measured variation in change of volatile matter various with pyrolysis temperature. 
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Fig. (3). Measured variation in change of coal mass loss various with pyrolysis temperature. 
 

3. Ignition Temperature of Coal Particles 
The test rig where ignition temperature and characteristic burning times were 
determined is illustrated in Fig. (4) [21]. A single coal particle was put on the top of 
a fine quartz needle and introduced into a cylindrical furnace of 0.5 m length and a 
diameter of 0.04 m, the air inside being static. The ignition of particle was watched 
through an observation port. In the absence of ignition the particle was taken out and 
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a fresh sample was introduced after raising the furnace temperature. The 

experimental was repeated until the ignition occurred. (
s

T ) The lowest temperature, 

at which the ignition took place, was regarded as ignition temperature. The furnace 
temperature was changed by five degree centigrade at each step. At one temperature, 
on the average, 200 particles were tested  
 

Transformer
V

+
-

TV

Camera

Water outlet

Water intletThermocouple

Furnace

 
 

Fig. (4). View of experimental test - rig. 
 

Figure (5) presents experimentally determined changes in ignition 
temperature with particle diameter for tested chars. The results are presented only 
for the particle diameters below 490 µm. The figure shows that the ignition 
temperature with particle diameter for tested chars. The results are presented only 
for the particle diameters below 490 µm. The figure shows that the ignition 
temperature increases as the particle diameter decreases. Also the ignition 
temperature increases with the increase in pyrolysis temperature. Thus determined 
ignition temperature is the basis for determining the values of kinetic parameters 
which, in turn form the basis for determining char reactivity. 
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Fig. (5). Ignition temperature as a function of particle diameter for various pyrolysis Temperature. 
 

4. Reactivity of Coal Particles 
Reactivity is influenced by many chemical and physical factors characteristic for 
fuel, e.g.: crystalline structure, presence of mineral substance and trace elements, 
specific surface of pores, capacity of open pores, porosity etc. Coal reactivity 
changes together with its devolatilization and depends on the conditions of 
pyrolysis, such as: rate of heating, temperature and duration of pyrolysis, type of gas 
and type of coal. 
 Solid fuel reactivity is mathematically defined by the formula [21]: 

q =  K (  C  )m O   [ s2Kg/m ]  (5) 

Where:  K=the intrinsic rate constant [ s2Kg/m ]; or [m/s]; 

            CO=local concentration of oxidizer fraction, and m= the true reaction order. 
 The rate constant is usually related to temperature by Arrehenius 
expression: 

 K =  ko Exp (- 
E

 RgTs
)    (6) 

Where: 
ko= frequency factor [m/s]; E  = activation energy [KJ/mol]; 

 Rg= gas constant [KJ/mol.K] and Ts = Particle temperature [K]. 
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The method of determining kinetic parameters on the basis of experimentally 
measured ignition temperatures was applied in this report. The relation between 
ignition temperature and kinetic parameters under the conditions of ignition was 
derived as given below and is presented in the following [21]: 

Ln 
2Tg Rg

273*0.375e *Q *d
 Ln E * ko

E

R
g

1

T
g

( ) ( ) -  ( )
λ

= *   (7) 

Where:: 

gT  = Ignition temperature    K; 
d  =  coal particle diameter (m); 

λ = coal thermal conductivity t (KJ/m.K) 
and 

Q = heat of combustion (KJ/Kg.) 

 

From the above expression it is seen that the independent variable is given by (
1

T
g

) 

and the dependent variable is given by: Ln 
2Tg Rg

273*0.375e *Q *d
 ( )

λ
 so, the above 

expression can be plotted to determine kinetic parameters (E &k
o

). 

Figure (6) shows the plot to determine (k
o

) and (E). The activation energy 

(E) is calculated from the slope ( )E

Rg

 and the reaction rate constant (k
o

) is 

obtained from the intercept. The results also are shown in Table (6). The Table 
shows that the pyrolysis temperature increase to 1323K causes insignificant char 
reactivity decrease as compared to the reactivity of raw coal. Considerable 
difference in reactivity of chars and raw coal is observed for the char obtained at 923 
K. Slight decrease in char reactivity together with the temperature results due to the 
development of porous structure and short period of particles presence in the reactor.  
 
Table (6). Kinetic parameter values and char reactivity of Sinai coal obtained in various pyrolysis 
temperatures. 

Sample Pyrolysis Temp.  K Activation 
Energy ,KJ/mol 

Frequency 
Factor, m/s 

Char, Reactivity,  

Kg / m2.s 

Coal 
char 
char 
char 
char 
char 

293 
923 
1023 
1123 
1223 
1323 

55.0 
115.8 
61.41 
72.3 
72.7 
68.5 

74 
4.4x105 
1.2x102 
6.6x102 
3.5x102 
1.3x102 

0.020 
0.101 
0.020 
0.030 
0.014 
0.010 
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Ln 
2Tg Rg

273*0.375e *Q *d
 ( )

λ

0.95 1.05 1.15 1.25 1.35
9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12
Tr = Pyrolysis temperature

 
1

T
g

*10 3,  K 1− −  

 
Fig. (6). Determination of kinetics' parameters for various pyrolysis temperatures. 

 
5. Combustion Rates of Sinai Coal at Different Oxygen Concentrations 

The Semenov analysis shows that the critical condition for thermal ignition 
requires that the values of heat generation, (Q

R
) and the heat loss, (Q

L
), are 

equal, as are the derivatives of those rates with respect to temperature [22], i.e. 

Q
R

= Q
L

    (8)   

dT
L

dQ
=

dT
R

dQ
    (9) 

The kinetics is assumed to follow the Arrehenius law, with a reaction of the 
apparent order, n, in oxygen. For circumstances in which the solid temperature, (T

s
) 

differs little from the gas temperature, (T
g

), i.e. (T
s
-T

g
) << (T

g
), the Arrehenius 

expression can be simplified by the substitution: 
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 Exp - 
E

 R
g

T
s

 Exp - 
E

 R
g

T
g

.Exp  
E

 R
g

T
g
2

(T
s

- T
g

)( ) ( ) ( )≈              (10) 

The solution of equation (8), (9) and (10) for a spherical fuel particle, 
considered to be internally isothermal with an irreversible n the order reaction, is 
given in form: 

Ln 
2R

g
T
g

2 75 n

2.718C *Q *d * (273 ) * (298)
 Ln E * k

o
E

R
g

1

T
g

( ) = ( ) -  ( )
n n 0.75

λ 
β ρ

( ) . +

Ο2
*  (11) 

The intrinsic reactivity, which is defined as the reaction rate per unit surface area of 
pore surface in the absence of any mass transfer restrictions. The intrinsic kinetic 
parameters may be obtained directly from the experimentally determined ignition 
conditions, using the theory of porous particle ignition follows from the theory, is in 
the form of:: 

Ln 
R

g
1 m

2
T
g

C *68.3Q *d * (273 ) * (298)

 Ln E * (k
o

)
E

2R
g

1

T
g

( ) = ( ) -  ( )

6 m

2

1 m

2

1 m

2 0.75

0.5
λ  

ρ

( + )0.5 ( )

Ο2

+

+ +

ε

*
        (12) 

Using experimental data the known left hand side of equations (11) or (12) can be 

plotted against, (
1

T
g

) and hence (E) and (k
o

) determined. 

In the report analysis of ignition data it is assumed that (CO
2

) is the product 

of reaction, that carbon consumption prior to ignition is negligible, that heat transfer 
by radiation can be neglected, that in ignition condition the Arrehenius expression 
can be simplified by the Frank-Kamenestkii approximation and that ignition of coal 
particles takes place on a solid surface. 
5.1. Ignition Temperature  

The influence of the oxygen concentration, (C), on the ignition temperature, 
(T

g
), is shown in Fig. (7). The increasing oxygen concentration raises the oxidation 

rate and lowers the ignition temperatures of the given material. 
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Fig. (7). Ignition temperature of Sinai coal as a function of oxygen concentration. 
 
5.2. Observed (apparent) kinetic 

The data in Fig. (7) have been used in equation (12) to give the results shown 
in Arrehenius form in Fig. (8), assuming n=1.   The values of (E) for Sinai coal =87 
kJ/mol is at the level found for the reaction of impure carbon with oxygen when 
pore diffusion and chemical reactions together control the burning rate. 

At least squares regression analysis of the ignition data gave the rate of 

combustion (m
−

), (kilograms of carbon burnt per second per square meter of the 
external particle area) related to (T

s
) and oxygen concentration (C) by: 

)
s

T
g

R

78
 )Exp(- 

s
T

273C
( 1020.3=m �2�−    (13) 

After conversation to a common oxygen concentration of 100 % volume the 
computed values of are shown in Arrehenius form in Fig. 9. 
 

Ln 
(T

g
3 75

2.718C * *Q *d * (273 ) * (298)
 ( )

0.75

) .

Ο2β ρ
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Fig. (8). Plots of observed kinetic versus ignition temperature 
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Fig. (9). Dependence of apparent reaction rate (m
−

) on temperature for Sinai coal. 
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5. 3. Chemical (intrinsic) reactivity  
Figure (10) illustrates the Arrehenius plot for the ignition data calculated 

according to equation (12). The application of a least squares regression analysis to 
the ignition data corrected for pore diffusion yielded the following expression for the 

chemical rate, (mt

−
), ( kilograms of carbon burnt per second per square meter of the 

total surface area ) related to (T
s
) and oxygen concentration ( C ) by : 

)
s

T
g

R

153.1
 )Exp(- 

s
T

273C
( 8125.2=

t
m �2�−

  (13) 

The true activation energy =153.1 kJ is about twice the energy determined for 
the zone reaction by global model = 78 kJ/mol. 
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Fig. (10). Dependence of chemical reaction rate (m
t

−
) on temperature for Sinai coal. 

 
6. Conclusions 

The above reported work can be summarized in the following conclusions: 
1. The degree of devolatilization of Sinai coal to temperature 1323 K is found 

virtually not to be affected by change in its particle diameter. 
2. In the temperature range 923-1323 K reactivity of obtained chars decreased 

only 1.2 times in relation to the initial coal reactivity. 
3. For particles diameter smaller than 500 µm, the pyrolysis temperature range 
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1223-1323 K, also proved very useful for char reactivity.    Char reactivity 
in this temperature range does not differ much from the reactivity of raw 
coal and it is the highest compared with the chars obtained in other 
pyrolysis temperatures. 

4. Chars leave the area of pyrolysis displaying the temperature 1123-1223 K 
which is much higher than the temperature of ignition. 

5. The pre-exponential factor and activation energy in the Arrehenius relation 
for the rate of reaction of coal with oxygen have been determined using an 
ignition technique and taking advantage of pore structure properties.   
Indications are that the apparent activation energy = 78.0 kJ/mol and the 
true activation energy = 153.1 kJ/mol. 
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Abstract. The proposed software is an advanced computational hydraulic software tool specially adapted 
for the design, and management of pressurized irrigation networks. The hydraulic solver uses specific 
strategies and incorporates several new features that improve the algorithms for pipe networks 
computation. These networks consist of a pumping station, main and secondary flow paths, valves, 
hydrants, and ancillary equipments. The software simulates hydraulically the flow in the pipe lines by 
computing the different nodes’ pressure. It executes this throughout converting gis maps digitally into 
pipe lines, valves, and main pumping station. It is applied on the iip (i.e., irrigation improved project) 
which is one of the national irrigation development projects in egypt. There is no commercial  program 
produces  all these targets because iip has its own specific design criteria such as discharge, water duty, 
and different sets of pumping units. Total economic aspects including pump station and the network parts 
together with their constituents are computed too. Construction contracts according to the requirements of 
the egyptian irrigation ministry's specification are accomplished. It has been tested, calibrated and 
approved on some developed mesqas comparing manual and implemented results. The efficiency of some 
algorithms has been estimated using computational geometry rules. 
 
Keyword:  hydraulics, gis, mesqa design criteria, vbasic, algorithm efficiency. 
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1.  Introduction 
Reviewing the literature over the past five to ten years, there is indeed a substantial 
increase in the number of computer programs water-flow models. A number of 
packages are available that allow simulation models to be constructed for water 
criteria specific requirements. Popular packages include EPANET (US 
Environmental Protection Agency) [1], Infoworks (Wallingford software [2], and 
SynerGEE (Advantica) [3]. The design of distribution networks using these software 
packages has developed from trial and error to, more recently, the use of various 
forms of optimization, including genetic algorithms (e.g. Dandy et al., [4]). 
Bhattacharya et al. [5] proposed an ANN (Artificial Neural Network) with 
reinforcement learning which could learn to replicate the optimal control strategy 
(based on capturing operator experience). Rao and Salomons [6] developed a GA 
(Genetic Algorithm) and an ANN model for capturing the knowledge base of an 
EPANET model and consequently producing a near optimal solution.  

This paper presents a software to simulate the pressurized pipe system.  The 
software may be as simple pipe carrying water from one reservoir through network 
to one valve, or it may be very complex with many interconnected pipes that 
distribute the flow throughout a large pipe networks. Our software can model pipe 
networks and calculate the flow and pressure throughout a system with different 
pipe sizes and pipe materials, supply and discharge tank, pumps, valves, flow 
controls, system demands and other component. The pipeline system is modeled by 
drawing the join points and the connecting pipes on a drawing pane. Horizontal, 
vertical or sloping lines can be used to connect one node to another node. The 
optimum design is fulfilled throughout dividing the design process into its main 
categories and precisely defining each category. Section 3 provides criteria for 
design of water distribution systems, while section 4 gives the proposed program 
calibration utilities including a handout solved example on these criteria. Section 5 
gives more sophisticated pictures of the proposed software results, while section 6 
concludes and suggests the future work of this paper. 

 
2. Software Overview 

The program will allow user to draw a complex pipeline system and analyze the 
features of the system when flow is occurring. It calculates the balanced steady flow 
and pressure conditions of the system. In addition, it will allow user to perform 
analysis of alternate systems under various operating conditions. The physical data 
describing the system is entered by the user and typically includes:  

• The internal size, internal roughness and length of each pipe.  
• The elevation of each pipe join point (node) and the In-flow and the Out-

flow at each join point.  
• The elevation, liquid level and surface pressure data for the main tank.  
The reported results include: flow rates for each pipe; pressures at each node; 

HGL (hydraulic grade line) values; pump operating points and NPSH (i.e., Net 
Positive Suction Head) at pump inlet. Total economic aspects including pump 
station and the network parts together with their constituents are computed too. 
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Construction contracts according to the requirements of the Egyptian irrigation 
ministry's specification are accomplished. 

In the other hand, under IIP (i.e., Irrigation Improved Project), hydraulic 
design of improved branch canals has been carried out using a version of Mott 
MacDonald’s in-house simulation model, which was specially customized at the 
start of the project in 1996/97 to meet the specific requirements of IIP. This version 
of the model runs under DOS, which is not now available on most computers. In 
1993, Delft Hydraulics introduced a new unsteady-flow simulation software 
package, SOBEK [7]. It includes a link to MATLAB so that control decisions can be 
made within that framework. Water levels are passed to MATLAB and gate position 
changes are passed back to SOBEK. The control routines are written as MATLAB 
files. Recently, canal control studies have been conducted with the SOBEK–
MATLAB combination by Delft Hydraulics. 

Actually, the design staff of IIP (i.e., Irrigation Improved Project) was 
suffering from a big problem, which is the difficulty to abstract the maximum water 
levels at the different studied point in the same reach. We present here a simple 
program to abstract these values in easy way. The main purpose is simplifying the 
way in which the design staff defines the maximum water levels. We added a 
subroutine to the present software, which helps the user to abstract the water levels 
and save them as an excel file. 
 

3. Criteria of the Design of Water Distribution Systems 
For the IIP-area, the design criteria, which are respected during the development of 
the software are as the followings: 

• Rice (maximum crop water requirement) could be grown in 100% of the 
mesqa command area. 

• Maximum number of pumping units to be 3-units per pump house. 

• Mesqas will be designed using PVC pipes 4 bar pressure rating. 

• The minimum pipe diameter used for mesqa pipelines will be 200 mm. 

• In case of using a stand, the pipeline will be provided with an open air vent 
at the end of each branch. 

• In case of using direct connection, the pipeline will be provided with an 
air/vacuum valve on the pump delivery manifold and a pressure relief valve at the 
end of the pipeline.  

• The maximum water velocity in the pipeline should not exceed 1.50 m/sec, 

• The head loss through the mesqa pipeline network is to be determined 
according to the following  empirical formula: 

( ) marwaf
RP

BBTinL HH
g

V

g

V
cnKncH +++++=

2
29.3

2

22

+ Min Valve Head(1) 
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m 

l/s 
Dia in m 

where: cin is the head loss coefficient at mesqa pipeline inlet, cin = 0.50, K is 
the head loss coefficient at Tee connection, see table No. (1),  nT is the number of 
the Tee along mesqa pipeline, cB is the head loss coefficient in bends, cB = 0.90; 
nB is the number of the bends along mesqa pipeline, Vp is the average water velocity 

in the mesqa pipeline;  VR is the average velocity in the riser (m/sec); fH is the 

friction head loss, it is computed using William-Hazen's equation,  

LDQCH PmHf )()59.3( 87.4852.1852.1=     (2) 

where: Qm is the discharge (m3/sec), DP is the pipe diameter (m), L is the 
pipeline length (m), and CH is Hazen friction Coef., 150 and 140 for PVC and PE, 

respectively, marwaH  is the operating head at the marwa off take ranges from 1.5 to 

2.0 m [used for case of neglecting the marwa during design stage]. 
 
Table (1). Head loss coefficient due to the Tee connection with valves 

Diameter of the pipeline (mm) K 
200 to 250 0.28 
300 to 400 0.26 
450 to 600 0.24 

 
4. Calibration of the Proposed Software 

4.1. Practical calibration: 
The developed software is calibrated using a simple type of networks. It 

simulates the pressurized flow in a simple network. It includes a single path only, 
see Fig. (1). It is necessary to mention that it is an imaginary network.  
4.1.1. Design example: 
4.1.1.1. Given: 

A parcel of land of about 43F has a main canal, a pump station, and 5 valves. 
All needed data for design are presented as tabulated in table (2). 

 
Fig. (1). The pressurized flow in a simple network. 

 
Table (2). Designed data for the simple network 

Km 0 0.005 0.155 0.205 0.28 0.375 
Land level 2.54 2.41 2.41 2.43 2.37 2.61 
land level for marwa  2.33 2.33 2.31 2.35 2.42 
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4.1.1.2. Required: 
The main targets of the design are including both operating head (m), and 

Stand total height (m). 
4.1.1.3. Manual solution: 

• Max. Discharge = 0.84*43 = 36.12 1/s ≅ 40 l/s. 
• Max no of valves working in certain time = 2 valves. 

• ( ) marwaf
RP

BBTinL HH
g

V

g

V
cnKncH +++++=

2
29.3

2

22

+0.6+(if 

tank >6.0 take 0.2  into account) 
• HL(0) = (0.5 + n x0.28 +0.9 x1) Vp2/2g +3.29(VR

2)/2g +(3.59/150 ) 1.852 x 
(Q1.852/D4 .87)      

                  x L + 0.6 +(if tank >6.0 take 0.2 into account)  
• HL(0) = ( 0.5+ 2 x 0.28 + 0.9 x 1) (1.09)2/2g +3.29(1.02)/2g +( 3.59/ 150) 

1.852 x( 0.041.852/(  0.216)4 .87)x 280 +(3.59/150 ) 1.852 x ((0.02)1.852/(0.192)4 .87)x 
95+1.5 + 0.6 +(if tank >6.0 take 0.2 into account) 

• HL(0) = 0.1186 +0.1676 +1.2511+0.2086+1.5+0.6= 3.84616m  
• HL(0.005) = ( 0.5+ 2 x 0.28 + 0.9 x 1) (1.09)2/2g +3.29(1.02)/2g +( 3.59/ 150) 

1.852 x( 0.041.852/(  0.216)4 .87)x 275 + (3.59/150 ) 1.852 x ((0.02)1.852/(0.192)4 .87)x 
95+1.5 + 0.6 +(if tank >6.0 take 0.2 into account) 

• HL(0.005) = 0.1186 +0.1676 +1.228+0.2086+1.5+0.6= 3.826m 
• HL(0.155) = ( 0.5+ 2 x 0.28 + 0.9 x 1) (1.09)2/2g +3.29(1.02)/2g +( 3.59/ 150) 

1.852 x( 0.041.852/(  0.216)4 .87)x 125 + (3.59/150 ) 1.852 x ((0.02)1.852/(0.192)4 .87)x 
95+1.5 + 0.6 +(if tank >6.0 take 0.2 into account) 

• HL(0.155) = 0.1186 +0.1676 +0.558+0.2086+1.5+0.6= 3.15m 
• HL(0.205) = ( 0.5+ 2 x 0.28 + 0.9 x 1) (1.09)2/2g +3.29(1.02)/2g +( 3.59/ 150) 

1.852 x( 0.041.852/(  0.216)4 .87)x 75+ (3.59/150 ) 1.852 x ((0.02)1.852/(0.192)4 .87)x 95+1.5 
+ 0.6 +(if tank >6.0 take 0.2 into account) 

• HL(0.205) = 0.1186 +0.1676 +0.335+0.2086+1.5+0.6= 2.92 
• HL(0.280)= ( 0.5+ 2 x 0.28 + 0.9 x 1) (1.09)2/2g +3.29(1.02)/2g+(3.59/150 ) 

1.852 x ((0.02)1.852/(0.192)4 .87)x 95+1.5 + 0.6 +(if tank >6.0 take 0.2 into account) 
• HL(0.280) = 0.1186 +0.1676 +0.2086+1.5+0.6= 2.59 
• HL(0.375)= ( 0.5+ 2 x 0.28 + 0.9 x 1) (1.09)2/2g +3.29(1.02)/2g+1.5 + 0.6 +(if 

tank >6.0 take 0.2 into account) 
• HL(0.375) = 0.1186 +0.1676 +1.5+0.6= 2.38 
Finally, the hydraulic calculation can be tabulated in the following table (3) 

and figure (4). 
• Stand total height = 3.8461 + 0.75+0.4+.25= 5.2461 m  
• Stand Top level = 5.2461 + 1.09= 6.336 m. 
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Table (3). Manual design operating head for the different nodes in the simple network 
Km 0 0.005 0.155 0.205 0.280 0.375 

Land level 2.54 2.41 2.41 2.43 2.37 2.61 

Op. head (m) 3.84 3.82 3.15 2.92 2.59 2.38 
 
4.1.2. Solution of the simple network using the proposed software: 

The simple network is modeled using the proposed software in three steps as 
following:  

1- Input the data of the design including area served by the pump station; 
the land level the pump station; and the necessary definition of the network. 

2- Digitizing the network path as shown in Fig. (2A), and checking the 
input date for the path itself, see Fig. (2B), and. 

3- Presenting the output data including the design for the path and pump 
sets and both operating head (m), and Stand total height (m), see Fig. (3). 

It can be noticed that, the out screen of the software including the all design 
data for the flow paths and network see, Fig. (3) at the left hand side. In addition, the 
hydraulic gradient line and all graphs for the designed path are presented in the same 
figure. The output of the software can be listed as following: 

• Stand height (m)= 5.270; 
• Q (l/s)=40 ; 
• Mesqa Length (m)= 364.3; 
• Length per fed.(m)= 15.839; 
• Pump Cat. = Categ. 2 cover (5.0 to 8.5 m); and 
• Pump sets (i.e., the formulation of the pumps): two pumps of 20(lit/s) 

4.1.3. Analysis of practical calibration: 
Figure (4) shows a comparison between the hydraulic gradient line calculated 

with the developed software and that calculated manually for the studied network. It 
can be seen that the hydraulic gradient line calculated from the software is higher 
than that calculated manually by about 18cm, see Fig.(4). The calculated stand 
height using the proposed software is nearly identical with that calculated by the 
manual procedure. The difference was about 13.1 cm. The statistics' measures, 
which are R2 and correlation factor, are used to measure the ability of the developed 
software as a tool to calculate the hydraulic gradient line through the studied 
network. R2 and correlation factor are 0.978 and 0.989, respectively. Using 
statistical analysis principles, and based on both modeled and calculated values of 
the hydraulic gradient line, it was found that the developed software is well verified 
and an accurate tool to the hydraulic gradient line along the studied network. The 
accuracy was more than 97%. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. (2). The inputs screen shots of the software; (a) the digitizing form (b) digitized data. 
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Fig. (3). The outputs screen shot of the software for the simple network. 
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Fig. (4). Calculated and modelled hydraulic gradient line through the studied network. 

 
4.2. Theoretical Calibration 
4.2.1. The Efficiency of some algorithms included: 
The algorithm efficiency can be measured either by the time it takes to run a 
program or by the space the program takes up in memory [8]. We will focus on an 
algorithm’s efficiency with respect to time. How do we compare the time efficiency 
of two algorithms that solve the same problem? One approach:  implement the two 
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algorithms in Visual Basic (VB) and run the programs … this presents some 
difficulties:  

i)  How are the algorithms coded? 
If algorithm A runs faster than algorithm B, it will obviously give one 

algorithm an advantage. Hence, we would be comparing the algorithms’ 
implementations, rather than the algorithms themselves. We should not compare 
implementations, because they are sensitive to factors, such as programming style, 
that tend to cloud the issue of which algorithm is inherently more efficient. 

ii)  What computer speed should we use? 
If one computer is faster than the other, it will obviously give one algorithm 

an advantage. Hence, both algorithms should be run on the same computer. 
iii)  What computer type should we use? 
The type of computer is also more important. The particular operations that 

the algorithms require can cause A to run faster than B on one computer while the 
opposite is true on another computer. Hence, we must be able to compare 
efficiencies independent of a particular computer. 

iv) What data should the program use? 
There is always the danger of selecting data sets for which one of the 

algorithms runs uncharacteristically fast (or slow). Example:  sequential search vs. 
binary search when search item is the first element in the array. Hence, we must be 
able to compare efficiencies independent of a particular data set. To overcome these 
difficulties, computer scientists employ mathematical techniques that analyze 
algorithms independent of specific implementations, computers, and data [9, 10]. An 
algorithm’s efficiency is related to the number of operations it requires. If a function 
contains no loops, its efficiency is simply a function of the number of instructions it 
contains. In other words, the more instructions the function contains, the longer it 
will take to execute. That being said, with current computer speeds on the order of 3 
GHz, it doesn’t make much of a difference if our program has 10 instructions or 
1000 instructions … we really won’t notice a difference. However, when we are 
dealing with functions that loop, the problem becomes non-trivial. The study of 
algorithm efficiency therefore focuses on loops. 

We typically discuss an algorithm’s efficiency as a function of the number of 
elements to be processed. For example, if we want to determine the efficiency of an 
array-sorting algorithm, we express the efficiency of the algorithm as a function of 
the number of elements of the array, n. The general format is: f (n) = efficiency. 

Let us start with a simple loop.  We want to know how many times the body 
of the loop is executed 

In the following code: 
i=1 
 loop (i<=1000) 
  (loop body) 
   i = i + 1 
 end loop 
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The answer is 1000 times. The number of iterations is directly proportional to 
the loop factor, 1000. 

Hence, the larger the loop factor, the more loop iterations we will complete. 
Because the efficiency is directly proportional to the number of iterations, its 
efficiency can be represented as: f(n) = n. However, the answer is not always as 
straightforward as it was in the previous example. For example, consider the 
following loop: 
 i = 1 
 loop (i <= 1000) 
  (loop body) 
  i = i + 2 
 end loop 

In this case, the body of the loop is executed 500 times – half the value of the 
loop factor. Once again, however, the larger the loop factor, the more loops we 
execute. The efficiency of this loop is therefore:  

f(n) = n/2. If you were to plot either of these loop efficiencies, you would get 
a straight line. Hence, they all called linear loops. 

In our previous examples, our control variable was incremented by either 1 or 
2 each time through the loop. Now consider a loop in which the controlling variable 
is multiplied or divided in each loop. 
 Multiply Loops 
 i = 1 
 loop (i < 1000) 
  (loop body) 
  i = i * 2 
end loop  
 Divide Loops 
 i = 1000 
  loop (i >= 1) (loop body) 
  i = i / 2 
end loop 

How many times are the loop bodies executed in the above code sections?  
See table (4). 

As we can see, the number of loop iterations is 10 in both cases. Note that in 
each iteration the value of i doubles for the multiply loop and is cut in half for the 
divide loop. Thus, the number of iterations of the loop is a function of the multiplier 
or divisor, in this case, 2. That is, the loop continues while the Condition shown 
below is true: 
multiply:  2iterations < 1000,    divide:    1000 / 2iterations >= 1 
Generalizing the analysis, we can say that the efficiency of loops that multiply or 
divide by 2 is determined by the following formula:   f(n) = log2n. 
 For linear logarithmic loops, the following code will be considered: 
 i = 1 
loop (i <= 10) 
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 j = 1 
 loop (j <= 10 ) 
  (loop body) 
  j = j * 2 
 end loop 
 i = i + 1 
end loop 
 
Table (4). Logarithmic loops. 

Iteration Value of i Iteration Value of i
1 1 1 1000
2 2 2 500
3 4 3 250
4 8 4 125
5 16 5 62
6 32 6 31
7 64 7 15
8 128 8 7
9 256 9 3

10 512 10 1
(exit) 1024 (exit) 0

Multiply Loop Divide Loop

 
 

The inner loop is a multiply loop. The number of iterations in the inner loop 
is therefore log210. We must then multiply this by the number of times the outer 
loop executes. This gives us 10*log210 which is generalized as f (n) = nlog2n.  

With the speed of computers today, we are not concerned with an exact 
measurement of an algorithm’s efficiency as much as we are with its general order 
of magnitude [11, 12]. For example, if the analysis of 2 algorithms shows that one 
finishes after 15 iterations while the other takes 25 iterations; then they are both so 
fast that we can’t see the difference. However, if one algorithm finishes after 15 
iterations and the other takes 15,000 iterations, this is a more significant difference. 

We have shown that the number of iterations an algorithm executes, f(n), can 
be expressed as a function of the number of elements associated with the algorithm. 
Although the efficiency equation derived for a function can be complex, we can 
examine the dominant factor in the equation to determine the relative magnitude of 
the efficiency. 

Hence, we don’t need to determine the complete measure of efficiency, only 
the factor that determines the magnitude. This factor is the big-O, as in “on the order 
of,” and is expressed as O (n). This simplification of efficiency is known as big-O 
notation. The big-O notation can be derived from  
f (n) using the following steps: 

1- We set the coefficient of each term to 1. 
2- We keep the largest (least efficient) term in the function and discard the 

others. 
Terms are ranked from most efficient (leftmost terms) to least efficient 

(rightmost terms) as shown below: 
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constants    log2n    n    nlog2n    n2    n3…nk    2n    n! 
For example, let’s calculate the big-O notation of the following efficiency: 

2( 1) 1 1
( )

2 2 2

n n
f n n n

+= = +  

2n n+

First, we set all coefficients to 1.  This gives us:  
Next, we keep the largest term in the function and discard all others.  This 

leaves: n2. Therefore, we can write the big-O notation as: O (n2). 
As another example, let’s look at the polynomial expression:  
 
 

First, we eliminate all of the coefficients: 
4 3 2( ) log 1f n n n n n n= + + + +  

We then select the largest term and discard the rest.  This gives us: 
4( log )O n n  

Note that constants are the MOST efficient. We think about it like this: If we 
have an efficiency of 100,000,000 vs. n, which is more efficient? Answer:  since n 
can equal 100,000,001, the constant is the most efficient. See the following criteria: 
 

 
 

When comparing two algorithmic efficiencies, the “most efficient” one grows 
the slowest. Easy test: After computing the efficiencies (e.g., n0.5 and n2) plug in a 
huge value for n; then whichever efficiency results in the smallest value is the most 
efficient. Here n0.5 is more efficient than n2. 

To get a feel for how much of a difference an algorithm’s efficiency makes, 
check out the table (5) together with figure (5). The table assumes an instruction 
speed of 1 microsecond, 10 instructions per loop, and n=10,000. 

Note:  performing an order-of-magnitude analysis implicitly assumes that the 
algorithm will be used to solve large problems. 
 

nn ++++2

4 3 2( ) 6 log 12 2 128f n n n n n n= + + + +
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Table (5). Standard measure of algorithm efficiency. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. (5). Standard measure of algorithm efficiency. 
 
4.2.2. Analysis of theoretical calibration: 

Algorithm analysis is the area of computer science that provides tools for 
comparing the efficiency of different methods of solution. This analysis concerns 
itself primarily with significant differences in efficiency. Usually, significant 
differences only arise through superior solutions and rarely through clever coding 
tricks. Reductions in computing costs due to clever coding tricks are often more than 
offset by reduced program readability, which increases human costs. 
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An algorithm analysis should focus on gross differences in the efficiency of 
algorithms that are likely to dominate the overall cost of a solution. Otherwise, we 
could select an algorithm that runs a fraction of a second faster than another 
algorithm yet requires many more hours of our time to implement and maintain. 

In our proposed software there are many algorithms. One of the very 
beginning ones are that for transporting design data for every path of the network 
paths under study from the program design file (since the program carries out the 
design operations in a hidden Excel file) and showing them to the designer on the 
screen as a table form to ensure the input data. This algorithm contains the following 
iterations: 
 
For i = 3 To 25 
iii = i - 2 
If Option1.Value = True Then grdRunData.TextMatrix(7, iii) = C.Cells(18, i).Value 
If Option2.Value = True Then grdRunData.TextMatrix(7, iii) = C.Cells(28, i).Value 
If Option3.Value = True Then grdRunData.TextMatrix(7, iii) = C.Cells(38, i).Value 
If Option4.Value = True Then grdRunData.TextMatrix(7, iii) = C.Cells(48, i).Value 
 
If Option1.Value = True Then grdRunData.TextMatrix(8, iii) = C.Cells(60, i).Value 
If Option2.Value = True Then grdRunData.TextMatrix(8, iii) = C.Cells(61, i).Value 
If Option3.Value = True Then grdRunData.TextMatrix(8, iii) = C.Cells(62, i).Value 
If Option4.Value = True Then grdRunData.TextMatrix(8, iii) = C.Cells(63, i).Value 
 
Next  

The iterations start from 3 to 25, i.e. 23 points, which is the maximum 
number of points on the same path. Every iteration contains 4 paths as a maximum 
allowed number of paths. Each path has two data entries that are final diameters in 
mm and the discharge in l/s. As we see in that loop, the efficiency of this loop is O 
(n) which is a constant efficiency. It is the best algorithm efficiency.  

Another loop is that creates virtual pumps formulations. This means that the 
total pump station discharge has to be partitioned into smaller pumps formulation 
components that are available in the execution contracts. As example, if the total 
pump station discharge is 100 l/s and the contract allows only 40 and 60 l/s pumps, 
then it is obvious to use these two discharge pumps formulation components. These 
virtual formulations are come from both experience and user demands.  
For gf = 0 To 3 
If C.Cells(13, 8).Value <= 30 Then Text40(gf).Text =C.Cells(13, 9+ gf).Value Else 
Text40(gf).Text""=  
If C.Cells(13, 8).Value <= 40 And C.Cells(13, 8).Value > 30 Then Text40(gf).Text = 
C.Cells(13, 9 + gf).Value Else Text40(gf + 4).Text"" =  
If C.Cells(13, 8).Value <= 50 And C.Cells(13, 8).Value > 40 Then Text40(gf + 
8).Text = C.Cells(13, 9 + gf).Value Else Text40(gf + 8).Text"" =  
If C.Cells(13, 8).Value <= 60 And C.Cells(13, 8).Value > 50 Then Text40(gf + 
12).Text = C.Cells(13, 9 + gf).Value Else Text40(gf + 12).Text"" =  
If C.Cells(13, 8).Value <= 70 And C.Cells(13, 8).Value > 60 Then Text40(gf + 
16).Text = C.Cells(13, 9 + gf).Value Else Text40(gf + 16).Text"" =  
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If C.Cells(13, 8).Value <= 80 And C.Cells(13, 8).Value > 70 Then Text40(gf + 
20).Text = C.Cells(13, 9 + gf).Value Else Text40(gf + 20).Text"" =  
If C.Cells(13, 8).Value <= 90 And C.Cells(13, 8).Value > 80 Then Text40(gf + 
24).Text = C.Cells(13, 9 + gf).Value Else Text40(gf + 24).Text"" =  
If C.Cells(13, 8).Value <= 100 And C.Cells(13, 8).Value > 90 Then Text40(gf + 
28).Text = C.Cells(13, 9 + gf).Value Else Text40(gf + 28).Text"" =  
If C.Cells(13, 8).Value <= 110 And C.Cells(13, 8).Value > 100 Then Text40(gf + 
32).Text = C.Cells(13, 9 + gf).Value Else Text40(gf + 32).Text"" =  
If C.Cells(13, 8).Value > 110 Then Text40(gf + 36).Text = C.Cells(13, 9 + gf).Value 
Else Text40(gf + 36).Text"" =  
 
Next 

As we see in that loop, the efficiency of this loop is O (n) which is a constant 
efficiency. It is the best algorithm efficiency. The following is a group of loops that 
are designed efficiently to fulfil the requirements of the excel file. The later contains 
the design properties such as the internal diameter for every pipe type, the design 
water duty, pipe class, … etc. It transports them from the design properties file to the 
designer on the screen in order to accept, modify, or cancel if it is required. 
iii = 0 
 
For iii = 1 To 9 
Text13 (iii - 1).Text = C.Cells(iii + 9, 7).Value 
Next 
 
iii = 0  
For iii = 9 To 17 
Text13 (iii).Text = C.Cells(iii + 1, 11).Value 
Next 
 
iii = 0 
For iii = 18 To 25 
Text13 (iii).Text = C.Cells(iii - 15, 20).Value 
Next 
 
iii = 0 
For iii = 26 To 29 
Text13 (iii).Text = C.Cells(iii + 11, 5).Value 
Next 

After the theoretical calibration has been achieved one can conclude that, all 
the algorithms of the presented software are efficient more than 50% and have the 
best quality. This is because the program fulfils time requirement, which is half the 
way to the complete algorithm efficiency. The rest of the efficiency of the 
algorithms which is the memory requirement is about 40 % achieved. This is 
because the reserved memory size for the proposed software constants and variables 
are so minimized that the available memory size for the user is huge. As a result, the 
algorithm efficiency is more than 90 %. 
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5. Snap Shots of Some Sophisticated Field Solved Problems 
 

 
 

 
Figure (6). Two selected screen shots of the software for the complicated networks 
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6. Conclusions 
We have proposed software for fully integrated design framework of a multi-
disciplinary approach and cost computations for pressurized pipe lines used in IIP 
projects. It can carry out many tasks such as: 

• Simulations of flows through the pipe lines implemented in IIP projects, 
• Estimates the cost for the all elements of the pipe lines including the pump 

stations, 
• Prepare the engineering estimates and Arabic version of the contract which 

is necessary to biding stage, 
• It includes new features to assist Sobek software to extract the date about 

the longitudinal sections, 
• It gives the ability to users to detect the maximum and minimum water 

levels and 
• It prepares the necessary files to change all the abstraction points in any 

Sobek case. 
 It has been designed for experts and non-experts alike. The framework is 

composed of several modules, grouped around a mutual interface, while being 
capable to interact with one another. Some of the used algorithms in the presented 
software are reviewed against efficiency. The proposed program is calibrated both 
practically and theoretically. 

In the future, it may add a module to the software to prepare the necessary 
Auto Cad files for layout and longitudinal section of the available paths of the 
designed mesqa, 
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  دودة مع السلوك الميكانيكي لسد أرضي باستعمال طريقة المحاكاة العناصر المح

  منطقة الدراسة سد الحمى بن عروس : إدراج قوانين مختلفة لسلوك التربة المستعملة 

 ).الملخص العربي(تونس 

  ١٩ ........................   رضا العوني،  عبد االله جراد، زهير مرابط،خالد محمد خضر

  تصميم أمثل لموازن غيمي المنطق لمولد فائق التوصيل في نظام متعدد الآلات

 ).الملخص العربي(  لسربباستخدام طريقة ا
  ٤٠ ............................................................رجائي عبد الفتاح صالح

 ةبكة والمحكوم بحواكم جهد مختلفتحليل الأداء الكهروميكانيكي للمولد الحثي المربوط بالش

  ).الملخص العربي(

  ٦٦....   محمد مناور شيس، عبد الرحمن بن فهد المرشود،محمد عبد السميع عبد الحليم

 ).الملخص العربي( ) مرجعيةمقالة(  الصلب  الوقوداحتراق ومعدل الحراريالتحلل 

  ٨١...............................................................  بهجت خميس مرسى

 ).الملخص العربي( برمجية مطورة للتصميم الهيدروليكى للمسقى المحسنة

  ١٠١..................................   هشام عبد المعز محمد عبد الجواد،محمد أحمد نصار 
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 )هـ١٤٣٢ محرم / م٢٠١١ يناير ( بالإنجليزية١٠٥-١، ص ص )١(عدد ل، ا)٤(د لا 
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